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Husband Held In Slaying Of Wife, Daughter
Mother And Daughter
Were Hiding From Man

Newspaper Execs. Get
Awards From Elks
The Emancipation Program ; Mrs. LaBlanche Jackson read
held
at St. Paul Baptist a poem and Professor McDanChurch, January 1, caused iel blew taps.
an outpouring of people for
In the evening services ten
both the morning and eveninr minute talks were made by
programs.
I Neasbie Alston, on George
The
general. theme
was Washington Carver. Dr. R.
"Freedom and the Challenge IQ. Venson, on R. R. Church,
of the Change.' The spiritual land Clyde Venson, on the Elks.
theme was "Arise, Shine, For
Certificates of Merit were
Thou Light Is Come." Dr. A. given to
A. alaceo Walker
E. -ClInpbell was, the morning for business; Elder Blair T.
speaker. His sermon stirred Hunt for all-around community
the pride of the people striking- service; Jesse Turner for civil
ly devoted to freedom and the rights leadership; Odell Horton
City
Hospitals;
Judge'MAN OF THE YEAR — On
Negro's struggle for first-class for
citizenship. The annual address B. L. Hooks for Criminal Jan. 1, 1968 the Memphis Elks
was delivered by Dr. W. H. Court Judgeship; Daniel Ward celebrated the signing of the
Brewster. He gave a glaring for the Airport Commission; Emancipation P r o clamation,
picture of the battle yet to be Mrs. Erma Stidhum as Daugh- Awards were given to some
won for equality. He said the ter Elk of the Year; and'of the outstanding people in
battles can't be won by Molo- Frank Scott for hospitals.
:ov cocktails. They must be Dr. S. H. Herring served
won by men walking together. as master of ceremonies.
The singing groups, led by Tribute was paid to the Elks
Leonard E. Mitchell, lifted the and their record of achieveaudience to a high tempo of ment in the community and in
enthusiasm.
of the Emancipa"Men of the Year" awards
tion Program committee were
were given to Whittier A. SengReverends L. A. Hamblin, Roy
itacke, general manager of the Love H. L. Herring, Dewitt Al- St. Andrew African MethoCri-State Defender and Frank corn, Ralph Jackson, W. E. dist Episcopal Church, located
ahlgren, editor of the Coin- Ragsdale, W. C. Jackson, L. R. at South Parkway East and
Mississippi Blvd, will open its
nercial Appeal.
Donson, G. A. Evans, Horace year long
centennial CeleGeorge W. Lee, in present- Robinson, 0. C. Collins, 0. C.
ng the plaques, said, "The Crivens, J. W. Williams, James bration Sunday, Jan. 14, in two
)lack man and the white man Jordan, E. W. Williamson, Services with Bishop Ernest
L. Hickman delivering the
must walk the road of a new A. McEwen Williams, L. M.
Opening Centennial Sermon.
lemocracy together, or the McNeal, J. 0. Patterson, Eu.uture will say "the glory that gene Waller, G. B. Brown, St. Andrew, which has grown
kas Greece, the grandeur that H. 0. Kneeland, Dave Bonds, to the largest membership of
was Rome, and the greatness J. W. Powell, C. J. Gaston, any African, Methodist Church
in the state' of Tennessee, was
that WAS America."
L. H. Aldridge, E. Bates, organized in 1868 under the
During the intermission a paul Fowlkes, W. M. Brown, leadership of 'Rev. George
;pedal motorcade journeyed to W. T. Grafton, A. R. Wil- Crews.
:he tombs of the Robert Church- , hams, J. D. Arwater, 0. W. Bishop Hickman, is invited
ta where a wreath was laid Pickett, L e onard
Mitchell, to open the historic celebration
.tiith appropriate ceremonies, Clyde Venson, Mrs. LaBlanche at St. Andrew, he is serving
ed by Elder Blair T. Hunt. Jackson, and Maurice Hulbert. as president of the Council of

thenuntbi:
Me

A Memphis man may have and was late returning from
saved his wife from murder church with the family car.
when he remained overtime The double slaying occurred
at church and prevented her between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m., it
from visiting her mother and is believed.
sister in a duplex at 227 According to Mrs. Oliver,
Ingle at. The two were found the Carrs had been living at
murdered there late Sunday 1391 Cottage until Mr. Carr
afternoon.
began neglecting his family by
The
victims
were
Mrs. not bringing enough money
Chesteen Carr. 43, and her home to buy food, and then
17-year-old
d a ughter,
Miss "taking it out on them."
Vivian Ann Carr, a LeMoyne
About a month ago, she
College
freshman.
Arrested said, Mrs. Carr got a job as
later, after he told relatives a matron at Juvenile Court
he had shot his wife and and on Dec. 22, she and her
; the house
daughter after they refused to daughter roos,pa i n.
the community. Pictured above ner President, NAACP: Odell'Church;
are some of those who re- [ Morton, Director of Memphis Judge
ceived the awards. They are 'City Hospitals; Mrs. Erma Whittier
from
left to right, Doctor Stidhum, Daughter Lik of the received
Mollis F. Price, President of year; Elder Blair T. Hunt, father,
LeMoyne College; Jesse Tut.- pastor of Mississippi Blvd.,Sr., and

Rev. B. L. Hooks,
of
criminal
court;
Sengstacke. Jr. who
the award for his
Whittier Sengstacke,
Mr. Frank Scott.

t Andrew Will •Begin Two Receive Promotions
S.
Centennial Celebration At The Tri-State Bank

Officer Issues Report On Bias
Facing Negro Airmen Overseas

A. Maceo Walker. president of the Mississippi Blvd. Chrisof the Tri-State Bank of Mem- tian church.
phis, this week announced the A graduate of Drake univerpromotion of Horace L. Chan- sity, Mr. Crawford has been
dler from the position of assis- :with the Tri-State Bank of
tant cashier to vice president, Memphis for eight years.
and Dover Crawford, Jr., from
Married to the former Miss
assistant cashier to cashier. 'Lula Dunford. they are the
Mr. Chandler, a graduate of parents of three children. Mr.
MRS. CHESTEEN CARR
VIVIAN ANN CARR
Howard University, has been Crawford is a member of Metrowith the bank for 17 years.
politan Baptist church.
He is married to the former. In other actions, the Board return to him was Floyd Lee itims around noon on Sunday.
Miss Sara McKinney and the of Directors of the bank de- Carr. 45, who gave his address and had she been there at
the time she might have been
father of two children.
clared a cash dividend of $1.65 as 3545 Horn Lake rd.
Mrs. Carr's daughter by a killed also.
Mr. Chandler is a member per share of stock.
previous marriage, Mrs. Aleane Her husband, Joe Oliver,
Oliver of 1293 Englewood, told!sings with the Dixie Wonders,
the Tri-State Defender
that she
.
See Page 2)
had planned to visit the vic-

Memphis Reaches Goal

Of $20,000 For UNCF

Boys Face Prison Terms
In Stabbing Of Man 24

I
The United Negro Collegejed in the drive and to the 1
Fund's 1967 campaign in the!hundreds who contributed tol
Two teenage boys have been intensive investigation, officers
Memphis area reached its the Fund. The two-month-old remanded
to Criminal Court learned that the Burton and
'
came to a close I
goal of $20,000, it was announc-t campignI
ifor trial in the murder of a the Lusk youths were involved
. .
CK M AN
ed by Edwin Dalstrom and
1 24-year-old man who was found in an argument with the victim
Top recognition was given
NASHVILLE, T e n n. — A had the social equipment to sheds light on such other areas Bishops of the African Me- George. W. Lee, co-chairmen to Charles J. Patterson Jr., stabbed in the heart on Dec• on the day of the stabbing, and
that the two had been feuding
30.
7aw report on segregated con- make them feel secure in the as "France and Underprivileg- !thodist Episcopal Church. He of the drive.
principal of Kansas Elemenlitions facing Negro U.S. Air broader social circles."
The two are Jasper Michael with the victim on other ocis a native Tennessean, and; The two chairmen praised tary School. who
d Africans," "Integration
served as
Burton. 16, of 1817 McMillan, casions.
Force non-commissioned per- In a separate statement Cap- the Air Force" and "Officer- formerly presided over the volunteer workers who helped. chairman
of the City School
The two boys were arrested
make
the
campaign
a
success.I
ionnel in Germany has been tain Otey explains that he is Airmen Relationship."
state of Tennessee.
Teachers Division; R. J. Rod- and Robert Lusk, 15, of 390-A the following day.
'iled with the Pentagon by releasing the report at this In his section on "Red St. Andrew's relocation to its Dr. Hollis F. Price, presi- dy, superintendent of buildings S. Lauderdale St.
Officers learned that Wallace
Police said Emmett Edward
dent of LeMoyne College, gave I
Captain Flem B. Otey III here, time because he believes "the
was stabbed by the Lusk boy,
2)
Page
(See
,Wallace,
24,
of
Page
814-A
2)
Williams
(See
special thanks to all who work- 1
(See Page 2)
in Air Force ready reserve average American must start
St. was found lying in front while the Burton boy held the
ifficer who participated in an to speak out." He emphasizes,
of
a house at 889,-2 Porter at. victim's hands behind hint.
Dverseas Staff Visit Program "The average American 'free
Following a hearing in U.
at 5:16 on Saturday. Dec. 30, venue Court on Thursday,
if NATO and the U.S. Air and white and over 21' who
Jan.
with a stab wound in the 4, before Judge Kenneth TurForce in Europe.
will not hesitate to say in priheart.
ner. the pair were carried
The only Negro of 13 officers vate that he doesn't care one
He was carried to John Gas- to the Shelby County Jail to
'elected to see first-hand U.S. way or the other about race,
ton hospital where he died at await trial like adults on first
Jefense forces of the North has got to start saying it in
6:30
p.m. As a result of an degree murder charges
actions."
public
by
his
Treaty
Organization,
Atlantic
Otey's hard-hitting report, "A "My report shows the appalVegro Looks at NATO and the ling depth of the segregated
United States Air Force in social environment of the NeEurope," says flatly, "I found gro servicemen overseas. It rethat the Germans' contact with flects that the democracy and
the Negro was limited, and racial equality we preach in
they knew almost nothing about this country is not actually
them except what they had practiced in the military sysseen in documentary films of tem we so proudly extol."
racial strife in the Deep Otey points out Red China's
role in polarization of the races
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
South."
States Attorney, to which he
Otey is a third generation of this country under its Comwas appointed in 1962. He was
A
color
touch
of
has
been
owner of Otey's Quality Gro- munistic pretext, he says, "of
added to the traditional success appointed as an Assistant U.gi
peoples."
colored
unifying
all
cery, one of the oldest Negrostory of Horatio Alger in the Attorney at a time when such
A fair-complexioned Negro
operated business enterprises
account of the rapid and bril- an assigment to a Negro was
in the country, as well as the , himself, Otey reports that he
liant rise of a young Memphis
first citizen from the Metro- was refused service at a bar
(See Page 2)
Negro lawyer, Atty. C. 0. Horshare
to
area
Nashville
politan
frequented by U.S. white airton. Jr. Attorney Horton's cain the program.
men. He said a Negro airman
reer, to date, considering his
comparative youth, has all the
In addition to submitting his a few seconds later directed
ingredients of the American
sharply written statement to him to a bar where he could
dream of coming from rags
officials at the Pentagon, Otey be served and this turned
to riches.
has spoken of his tour at the out to be "a drab and barren
Attorney Horton is the regrass roots level to m any cubbyhole" through an adjacently appointed Director of the
clubs, college groups, church cent alleyways.
City of Memphis Hospitals and
organizations, civic groups and "The places that served Nepossibly other agencies to be
the
service
back
of
usually
groes
public
were
other
several
associated with them. This is
main street and you always
organizations.
a "first" for a Memphis and
Continuing, he w rite s, "I knew when you were approachMid-South Negro. A cursory
airplaces!
First,
these
those
of
ing one
visited areas where
survey does not reveal any
men would go after duty by the deep bass beat — Then,
other Negro in the country
hours.. the facilities off-base swelling music coming at you
placed exactly in the same
were
by
there
the
distance
and
from a
were segregated or
category.
certain establishments which abusive language you heard
Mr. Horton will serve as a
others
closer.
came
as
you
and
Negroes
catered to
bona fide member of Mayor
The music was 'Soul Music'.
which catered to whites."
Henry Loeb's "cabinet," chargHe said there were a few At that time it was loud, boised with administering the new
could
in
conboasting
airman
and
terous
places the Negro
Mayor-Council form of city
join whites in off-duty off-base trast to the less loud, frenzied
government. He will be the
members of the local Elk
some of the Elks are seen
Maurice Hulbert, Leonard highest ranking member of
socializing "if they had the off key - off tempo Beatle-type ONE OF THE MANY famLodge. More than 500 famwith a family on Beale.
Mitchell and Will Taylor. his race in the administrative
price." But, adds Otey,."The music heard in the white es- ilies who received a Christ
ilies were fed on ChristFlanking a disabled fathKneeling on floor is Doug- echelon of local government.
Negro airman almost never tablishments," Otey reports. mas basket loaded with a
er and his two children,
mas from baskets deliverThe reserve captain's 45-page ham and 32 other articles
(Whither'
las
Martin.
Atty.. Horton resigned his
had the price, and if they did
ed by the Elks, and here
from left, are Frank Scott,
Photo)
position as assistant United
ATTY. C. 0. HORTON
one wonders would they have statement, with illustrations, of food are seen here with
-

Horton Appointment
Horatio Alger Story

TRI-STATE BANK

Moving To New Location 213 - 217
S. Main --- "We're Moving Ahead"
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VT -11—j
, he built his law practice during
his first few years in Memphis.
He noted that he has never
had to solicit legal business
since coming to this city.
(Continued trees Page I)
It was in 1962, he relates,
Wilbur Calloway, 52, of 1311
considered significant.
Abet the Shelby County Demo'mica at. committed Sliieide
The youthful leader was born crate Club was asked to
his apartment on WersIn Whiteville, Tennessee, Mae
- v'ecommend a local Negro at
my, Jan. 3, by shooting
13, 1929. His parents, Mr. torney for the post of U.S
and Mrs. Odell Horton, were District Attorney in Memphis
eisif in the head with e .12
ordinary, every-day working The request came from the
page shotgun shortly after
people in their home-town of junior U.S. Senator from TenPon.
Bolivar, Tennessee. There they nessee at that time. The Club
His body was discovered by
reared a family of four did- recommended Mr. Horton, and
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Spann,
ilye4 p!Bother aparent
dren on wages earned as day on April 2, 1262 he moved into
laborers and dome sties. the downtown Federal Building
ft 1#9 ni 1140044.
Thirty-rune-year-old 'C. 0. Hor- as assistant U.S. District AtRelatives said that Mr. Calton Jr., says, "I know what it torney.
loway had been ill for some
means to be without. . .my His duties were varied, intime and was despondent befamily had to scuffle."
fore the shooting.
chiding weeding is the legal
But Mr. Horton's is a re- aspects of a district covering
markable family. His father all of West Tennessee,
with
passed 15 years ago. His moth- the F B I,
various other
er, Mrs. Rosa Lee Horton, agencies of the U.S. Governstill lives in Bolivar. But she ment. Attorney Horton worked
has now, one son, Sidney, who in this capacity for five years,
is a highly respected captain until December 29, 1967, when
in the United States Army, he resigned to accept his prewho serves as a military advi- sent post with
the City of Memsor to a South Vietnamese phis.
Ranger
Battalion
overseas. The attorney was especilly
Another son, Joe, is with the I vocal in his
appreciation for
Army's Air Cavalry and has I the help given
him by such
completed a tour of duty "individuals as Mrs.
Vietnam. She has a son, Mox,icato, Mrs. G. W. S. Loretta
...DON'T YOU THINK THAT YOU ARE CARRYING
Ish, and
who is a junior at Lane College Rev. Eugene
Bates. He said
THIS AFRICAN CULTURE A BIT TOO FAR ...?
in Jackson, Tenn., and a daugh- ihe delivered his first
local
ter, Miss Clore Ann Horton, address before the
Men's Fele member of the faculty atlowship of Mississippi Bowe.
Allen-White High School in yard Christian
Church, Elder
Whiteville. Tenn. And then Blair T. Hunt, minister.
there is Attorney Horton.
,
Attorney Horton taught an
The attorney relates that his adult Sunday School class
at
family rallied around him to,Mt. Gilliam Baptist
Church for
enable him to obtain his edu-Isome two years.
Members of
MIAMI, Fla. — A 31-year- Morehouse College in Atlanta
cation. He attended the ele-ihis class were
primarily Sunold attorney, Donald Wheeler and received his law degree
mentary school in Bolivar. Let- days School teachers
themJones, is the first Negro to from Howard University in I
er he went to high school at selves. When asked
about his
Allen-White. He did not have roles as a Sunday School
be appointed a regular munici- Washington.
teachpal judge in the city of Miami He has practiced law in Mithe time nor opportunity to en- er, he confessed that
while
gage in athletics.
Following his appointment, anti for five years and is a
attending Morehouse College,
Mr. Jones said, "I feel wonder- member of the Dade County
When he graduated from high he was tempted to take theoful. I am very pleased and Community Relations Board,
school, he found it difficult to logy and enter the ministry.
I will do the best I can tb the Board of Directors of the
find employment, so he joined But his first love was the law.
set an example and be an ECOD01711C
the United States Marine Corps, Now, this small town boy
Opportunity ProInspiration to the young people gram, Inc., and Alpha Phi
where he served two hitches, whose dream of success was
who follow my profession."
The first was from 1948 made hazy by lack of money
Alpha Fraternity.
through 1947. He found him- and opportunity, now sees only
A native of Orlando, Fla., he He is married to the former
self in position to begin his clear skies ahead, so far as LIBERALITY
THE (left) is shown receiving a Rounds. A cocktail hour and did his undergraduate work at Carole Madison of Fort Worth,
FROM
higher education at Morehouse opportunity and preparation BROTHERS Inc. —
Tex. They are the parents of
Wallcheck from the Brothers Inc. seated dinner followed the
College in Atlanta, Ga. Then are concerned.
a son, Donald II.
her Avenue Boy's Club Mem-,The check is being presented presentation.
he was drafted back into the Attorney Horton began to ber, Dr. T. W. Northcross I by
Willie
President
their
Marines, where he served take up the reins of his new
from 1951-1953.
In previous instances, rela- I
office last week when he visited
who have been responsithe
tives
Receiving
Room
Leaving the Marines, he had
i ble for the deaths of mates
at John
accumulated enough financial Gaston Hospital on a Saturday
I present site took place during
not been allowed to '
credit under the G. I. Bill of night during the holidays. What
the time that Bishop Hickman
(Continued from Page 1) 'make any decision regarding
Rights to enable him to return he saw deeply impressed him.
presided over the Thirteenth
it
r
the
is
arranged
funeral,
and
to Morehouse. There he was He observed that he was glad
Members of the Klondyke Episcopal District, which emhad b . the nearest of kin
able to obtain .his degree that he had served for several on Ingle after Carr
Carr.
Miss Carr was graduated Civic club gave 22 baskets to braces the states of Tennessee
thanks to government aid and years with the Family Service threatened to kill Mrs.
When his wife and daughter from Hamilton High school needy persons during the re- and Kentucky. He now presides
the help of his brothers.
cent holiday season.
over the state of Georgia as a
In 1953 he got married. . . of Memphis, where as a Board moved.away from the Cot with high honors in the class'
become tage address, Carr moved to of 1967- Mrs. Oliver said that' The club's first monthly Bishop.
had
virtually to the "girl next door" member, he
in Bolivar. Tenn., his childhood acquainted with many of the the home f h' mother, Mrs family fights had so upset the 1 meeting of the year will be The public is invited to hear
on Wednesday night, Bishop Hickman Sunday at
sweetheart, the former Miss social and economic problems Carrie Carr, at the Horn Lake girl that she had required treat. held
Jan. 10, in the cafeteria of 10:45 a.m. and again at 5:00
Evie Randolph. The couple of a big city situation.
address. An attempt was made ment from a doctor.
Funeral services for the Klondike school.
p.m.
have two sons, one six years He said this experience,
from 1 rniia
p
1174 So. Bellevue
old and the other three months. coupled with his own personal where his family had moved. mother and daughter will be Jesse James is president of Rev. Elmer M. Martin is the
Pk. 848-1631
Mr. Horton credits his wife
When Mrs. Carr was leaving held next Sunday at the Mc- the club, am Mrs. Vera Molton, Minister at the St. Andrew
meaning
of
the
of
knowledge
Keever
Baptist
church in Sar- reporter.
IA.M.E. Church.
with having helped finance
Juvenile Court last Saturday
him during his study of law being disadvantaged, should be night, her husband. who was dis. Miss., Mrs. Oliver said. --- - - - -at Howard University in Wash- of great value to him in helping employed as a fork lift operator Mrs. Carr is survived also
ington, D.C. Mrs. Horton. a to coordinate the work of the at a wholesale grocery firm, by her father, Bennie Leggins,'
graduate of Tennessee State thousands of employees in his was there to talk to her. She Sr., of Como, Miss.; a sister,
University, now on maternity department. . .including doe- refused, and in fear of her life Mrs. Estell Madlock of Sardis.,
leave, is a member of the tors, hospital administrators, spent the night at the home and four other brothers, Henry
Carver High School faculty in technicians, nurses, and others of a brother, Aaron Leggins, of!Le. ggins of Sardis, Bennie Legigins,.Jr., of Chicago; and Earl
Memphis.
•. . .to say nothing of the thou- 2'71 Lucy st.
When he completed Law sands of persons served by Mrs. Oliver said she visited iLeggins. and Irby Leggins of
School in 1956. Mr. Horton ' the city's hospitals.
the scene of the murder after Memphis.
says he was tempted to accept In his comfortable and well. the bodies were removed and
a position in one of the Wash- appointed home at 179 Horn sawbleu
(
' puddles from one
ington government offices. But Lake Cove. Atty. C. 0. Horton. end of the three-room house
he sought the advice of hisljr.. apparently a "chosen Ito the other.
former law school dean, Prof.'young man with a mission." "You could tell that they
(Continued from Page 1)
George H. Johnson, who urged ,seems well set to be on his I put up a struggle for their
him to bypass the government'way to even highter ground.
:lives, she said. Mrs.. Carr s,
China's Eye for Color." Otey
job, and take the bar examine;
'body was found near the front
tion, preparatory to opening
door in the living room, and said that while still in Gera law office of his own. Mr.
the daughter's by the bath- many he sought discussion on
room door. Both had been shot the ideology conflict between
Horton says he now finds that
in the head. "I identified the China and the Soviets. What
some of the most valuable adbodies when they arrived at he heard led to inclusion of
vice he ever received,
the morgue," Mrs. Oliver said, a sub-section titled "N e g r o
He passed the Tennessee Bar
(Continued from Page 1)
"and you could tell that my Americans," stressing, "I am
examination, and came to
Memphis to practice. He openLeMoyne. who mother had been severely saying Negro Americans, heat
grounds
ed his first office in a little and
beaten about the head before cause the summons from Red'
directed the County School she died."
cubbyhole at 125 Beale Street, Teachers Division: Miss Naomi
China now is to us." Otey Junreportedly
and was barely able to scrap
:. derscores apparent disillusionsolicited Univer- She said that Carr
up the small monthly rent. He Gordon, who
ment with Red China evident
Insurance Company, told officers that he
y
said he knew only 10 people in I sal Life
daughter when she ran between .
D
the return to this country
clubs, fraternities and sororities
y
-0
-nr
were
Memphis, and it was
They
wife.
his
and
him
Weathers
In
recent months of Negro
L.
Ann
Mrs.
and
pistol.
caliber
a
through the hospitality et. a
.22
city and i shot with
the
scoured
"turncoats."
lo
family
More confusion was added
at e found a , raised
who 21,000 on her own.
place to board and room.
the tragedy on Monday "But more important," he
orking in the gener- to
ai
w
gn
am
erp
s
O
e
th
when
it was learned by Mrs. adds, "why are they all reBut, Mr. Horton says, he ni
were Elder Blair
was fortunate. He received ,
Oliver that the bodies of the turning home to America?
P NorD •
M
the help of many people, who
had been taken from the With the questions in mind,
I
two
K. Smith,. Rev'I morgue by Williams Funeral when we shout for POWER,
took a liking to the soft-speak-man' D. A .K
jug "poor boy from Bolivar..-1 James L. Netters, J. A. Brad-Home at the direction of the let us be certain that the power
He particularly credits Dr. field, W. Stockton, Miss Erma husband. She had planned for we are shouting for is not
C. J. Bates, veteran Memphis Laws. Charlie Mitchell, J. A. Southern Funeral Home to RED POWER, but a genuine
EBONY BLACK POWER."
dentist with helping him. Doc- Beauchamp, T. R. McLemore,'handle the arrangements.
tor Bates' offices were acrosOars. Bernice Mayes, Mrs.
the hall from Mr. Horton's,ICora I. Reid. Mrs. E. W. Reed,
and he would refer his patients Mrs. Barbara Renfroe, Miss
and visitors to the "new, young Major DeBerry, Dr. Peter
Some &mid indite=
lawyer in our city." A similar Cooper, Rev. John C. Mickle,
&Wedscc intend an sewsetelliekeel
Interest was shown by many Mrs. Mae I. Fitzgerald, Dr.
wingstoomat...
tun
other Mem phians
Walter Gibson and Howard
It was through Dr. BatesiSims.
that Mr. Horton met Mrs. R. Q. About 70 teachers worked
Venson, prominent civic leader,as volunteers in city and cotmwhose maiden name was "I-for- ty schools.
Here Fast National yoar fiarla num kderst
ton," and she, took an interest The "Miss UNCF" contest,
in the youthful barrister, and conducted at LeMoyne and
daily,Sundays awl holidays ircladed.from time d
gave him some valuable con. won by Miss Anita' Curry, prodeposit to date of withdrawal Normally twee no
tects.
Iduced more than $1,500 for
interest penalty far taking money out.And the*
Out of this Mr. Horton says the Fund.

JA

Suicide Victim
Had Been III

Integration Chuckles

t

1 have

22 Food Baskets
Given To Needy

u NCF

viteidemid

lost

at

never any Internet waiting period,no mattes
what day of the month you *marry In.
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JACKIE ROBINSON HAS

Dr. Frank E. Tharpe
Buried In Nashville

A Dream Shattered
By JACKIE ROBINSON

Funeral services for Dr.
Frank E. Tharpe, founder and
principal of the Nashville
Christian Institute, were held
in the Jackson Street Church
of Christ in Nashville on Saturday, Dec. 23.
Dr. Tharpe died in Nashville

on Dec. 20 at the age of MI
after a lengthy illness.
He was the son of Mrs.
Carrie Tharpe and brother of
Miss Frances E. Tharpe, a
fourth grade teacher at the
Caldwell Elementary school,
both of 1423 S. Willett st.
A native of Memphis, he
attended Howze Institute and
LeMoyne college and received
his bachelor and master's degrees from Tennessee A&I
State university in Nashville.
An honorary degree was
bestowed upon him for his
outstanding work in the field
of education by the University
of Monrovia, Monrovia, Liberia,
West Africa.
Mr. Tharpe organized and
served as principal of the
Nashville Christian Institute,
a church school sponsored by
Small Business Administra- the Church of Christ.
He also served as circulation
Like the late Billy Holiday used to sing it — God bless the
tion, an Agency of the Federall
manager
of the Nashville "BanGovernment announced recentcnild that's got his own.
ner" and the Nashville "Tenly the continuance of their
nessean." After his death,
So, this became my dream:
new Management Assistance
five
Nashville papers carried
businessProgram for small
frontpage articles about his
I wanted to belong to a country club, bought or built by my
men of West Tennessee.
accomplishments in the field
own people. I wanted to be able to see my kids swimming in
The new service is manage- of education.
the pool, getting acquainted with the children of my fellow memment counseling to be per- In addition to his Memphis
formed on the spot, by various relatives, he is survived by
bers and developing the kind of pride and assurance I've seen
members of the SBA Manage- his wife, Mrs. Marian Tharpe,
in other kids at country clubs where I've been a guest, but
ment
and Financial Assistance a teacher in the Nashville
where I would not have been accepted as a member.
Division staffs, in cooperation public school system.
with SCORE volunteers.
"We wish to thank our many
I dreamed of a Carl Sifford or a Ted Rhodes teaching golf
ON THE WAY UP — These
and better things. They
program
shortly
before
job
This new program is part friends for the flowers, cards
vocations
which
should
to members whose game needed polishing. I wanted to be able
seventeen young ladies are
were enlisted in the Job
Christmas, and left Memhelp them in the years to of the new "Community Out- of sympathy and telegrams
to provide the same opportunities I see at so many other clubs.
well on their way to bigger
Corps of the MAP South
phis to train for various
Come.
reach" p r o gram, whereby sent to us," Mrs. Tharpe said.
_
My dream even bad me involved in a business appointment with
SBA services are taken to the
someone who, perhaps, wanted to invest in a deal. We would
people rather than the people
coming to SBA.
play golf as we talked it over — the same way many, many
SBA Management staff memAmerican business men take care of business while golfing.
bers will be in the Memphis
I thought my dream was about to come true. I had called Vending machines in the The converted vending ma- or one 6-cent and four 1-cent from a special vending ma- area Jan. 11, Feb. 1, and
some friends together and we assembled — over a period of Whitehaven Self-Service Postal chines at the self-service unit stamps.
chine located at the Main Post March 7 at the Chamber of
Commerce office in the lobby A meeting of the Overseas
will
continue
to
offer
eight
For
Unit
a
nickel,
will
be
changed
one
5-cent
to
reflect
Office.
The one-dollar books will of the Peabody
months — what seemed to be a promising group. One of the
Hotel from Wives Club will be held in the
combinations
of
stamp
the
puror
five
1-cent
new
postal
stamps
rates as soon
will be consist of fifteen 6-cent stamps
managers of a major bank said he would be interested in
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Red Cross Building at 1400
as conversion kits are re- chases with nickels, dimes or offered.
and
five
2-cent
stamps,
or
ten
granting bank loans to potential members on an individual
Small businessmen with man- Central ave. on Thursday, Jan
ceived. A c ting
Postmaster quarters. One-cent, five-cent, For thirty cents, the ma- 10-cent airmail stamps.
agement problems are invited 18, at 7:30 p.m. It will include
basis, so long as they had the credit standing. I had negotiat- Lydel Sims said today.
six-cent, ten-cent (air mail) chines will continue to dispense Mr. Sims
said
vending to come in and counsel with a tasty
supper for all who
ed with a group which owns a couple of hundred acres of land The rate increases
machines located at other local the SBA representatives.
will be and 25-cent stamps will be pro- five 6-cent stamps.
attend.
in a picturesque Westchester spot. I thought I could see, in effective January 7, 1968, Mr. vided in the, machines.
Special o n e-dollar stamp postal stations will also be con- Small businessmen are
urged All women with husbands
Mr. Sims said the new com- books will be available at the verted to reflect the new postal to take advantage of this free overseas in military
18 months, a layout we would be so proud of.
Sims said. The new rates, apservices
self-service Postal Unit and rates.
proved by Congress, raise first binations would be:
service.
are invited to be present.
Then the 'bubble burst. I met with the executive commit- an ounce to 6-cents an ounce, For a quarter, the machines
tee of the group. Alter looking over the contract and learning class letter mail from 5-cents will provide one 25-cent stamp
all the details, they told me in effect; "We're not ready for air mail from 8 to 10-cents an or five 5-cent stamps or four
HOME OF THE
this." They didn't say it in so many words, but the defeatism ounce and postal cards from 6-cent stamps plus one 1-cent
was there. In their view, we would not get sufficient support 4 to 5-cents. Higher rates are stamp.
also provided for second and
For a dime, the machines
until the course had been created and the clubhouse built.
third class mail.
will provide one 10-cent stamp
Sometimes I believe that they became frightened because
everything was being made too easy for them. I must confess, I became disgusted. What bothers me now is that I am
giving up the project, even though I believe my intended associates were wrong. I believe that we, as Negroes, are ready
for such a project.
Ever since I learned to hit the golf ball, I have had a dream.
I've been invited to numerous country clubs to play golf,
some in the most surprising sections of the country. Often I
wondered if I should accept the invitation. On the other hand,
something said to me: 'Would you be invited if your name
wasn't Jackie Robinson?' If not, if
your host was doing something special for you that he wouldn't do for
others of your color, then why accept?
On the other hand, if you did accept, maybe your presence and your
contact with the whites at this club
would start them thinking how senseless it was to try to keep Negroes at
arm's length.
ROB'N 110h
I've thought about all the rebuffs
and insults the Jew has gone through, being denied acceptance
in suburban country clubs. And I thought of how the Jew has
respor 'ad by pooling his resources and buying his own clubs.

SBA To Counsel
West Tennessee

Small Firms

All Machines Vending Stamps To Be Changed

Overseas Wives
To Meet Jan. 13

South's Finest

A Choral Conductors
Festival Set At MSU

We have a sufficient number of persons who love the
game, who can afford the modest investment and dues involved and who would be able to strengthen their family life, inThe Rust College Choir of further information, write or
dulge more comfortably and consistently in this recreational
Springs, Mississippi, will call Dr. Walter Wade at the
Holly
activity and to further their business interests — providing they
be featured at the South- Memphis State Music Departinvested a little money and a lot more faith in themselves.
eastern Choral Conductors Con- ment, 321-1544.
I see these same people spending many dollars, giving to ference Festival Concert at
Auditorium Music Hall,
public courses and receiving nothing but a one-day outing. For Ellis
January 12 at 8:30 p.m.
this same money — less, in fact — they could be owners of a
The 45-voice group, together
wonderful course and a fine clubhouse.
witja the choirs of Memphis
State aniversity and SouthI don't want to give up. But it gets to be like bumping your
western, will sing Mozart's
head against a brick wall. You bump and bump and all you Grand Mass in C minor and
get is a headache. While on the verge of throwing in the towel, Stravinsky's
— Canticum
I think I will still cherish my dream. One day. it might come Sacrum."
Hugh Ross, director of the
true.
•
Schola Cantorum of New York,
will conduct. Hilda Harris, To the members of the Famigifted young Negro mezzo- ly Circle club of Gold ave.,
soprano, will sing the Songs the president, Mrs. Theresa
of the Wayfarer, by Mahler, McNeal, wishes to express her
accompanied by the festival gratitude for the excellent
orchestra, comprised of Mem- cooperation shown in the light
phis State, Southwestern and display for the Yuletide season.
Memphis Symphony players. The families who helped to
make the "Silent Night" one
The concert is free.
conference of beauty were the Prices,
three-day
The
"The demand for new and tnesses
to
get
established will begin Thursday, January the Bryants, the McNeals,
existing property in the Chi- through various government 11 at 10:30 A.M. on the Mem- the Wilkinson, the Smiths, the
cago area has reached new programs has got to be reflect- phis State campus. Sponsored Joneses, the Harveys, the Porheights," according to Demp- ed in ery basic gains to the by the Ford Foundation, it will ters, the Myers, the Wilburns,
Bowens, the Roberts, the
sey Travis, president of Sivart Negro community."
be of particular interest to the
Mortgage Corporation, 840 E. "The important thing," he conductors of school, church Dandridges and the Robersons.
87th St.
stressed, "is that there is and adult choirs, although the
Travis and Charles A. Tatum, mortgage money available at conference is open to all in- •-•• •
executive vice president of competitive rates for use in terested persons.
LIVIC
Sivart, have just returned this market.
During the conference con
from a week-long mortgage As a
matter of fact, we certs by choirs from Texas.
banking seminar on financing
haved • money at Arkansas, M i s sissippi and
income property at Michigan our
command for mortgage Kentucky will be heard as The Hyde Park Civic League
State University's Kellog Cencommitments
than we have well as lecture-demonstrations will hold a monthly b_psiness
ter in East Lansing.
had in our history; and the by Dr. Ross and guest com- meeting in the Hyde Park
"The continuing demand for
outlook for 1968 is extremely poser Ross Lee Finney.
Building on
Civic League
property suitable for industrial
favorable.
We expect to break A program of 16th and 17th Thursday night, Jan. 11, bepark development, shopping all
records in terms of the Century German and Italian ginning at 7:30.
centers and high rise dwellings,
home
business
development music will be performed by The building is located on
as well as factories and warethe Memphis State Collegium Hunter ave. Mrs. Lillie Ann
market."
houses, will offset any temporiMusicum.
Bland is secrete!)
, of the
ly unfavorable reaction to the Citing population trends, the
Registration fee for the en- League, and C. B. Myers presirealtor
observed that there
increased cost of money,"
conference is $2.00 For dent.
are more new families in the tire
Travis observed.
market
for
homes
today
than
priorhigh
"In addition, the
son in assisting small bust- ever before, and Sivart is in
ity given by President John- a position to serve them.
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

„peer you to offer you fast,friendly eastilesei
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Thanks Families
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LOCATIONS!

Negro Property Demand

Reach New Heights

We wish to giv' e.a "king-size?'thanks to ,
all of our loyal.friends and customers
who have helped us to grow from 12 to
.20:in 1967 and from 1 to 20 in only the
pasttwo na
•

League
Meets Thursday

THE BAR-B-Q

For hair styles to fit your
personality

"King"
OF THE SOUR!

I beauty treatments that
will keep you lovely.

TWO !EST PEACES II ET—
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

FOR APPOINTMENT
CALL OR COME IN

Ethel's Beauty Shop
Shop
526-4664

168 CALDWELL

Home
527-8951

SET
$01N.TO

167 Union
327-4471
2959 Summer
323-5594

• Offf
MITIST CROWING CHAINS IN TAT SOWN •
Yon Can be a pat of this rapidly growing ehain —frau.
chises are FREE tn qualified people with total cost
equipment only $15,000. Established outlets in Tennensce, Arkansas, Mississippi and Alabama. Here is an outstanding business opportunity for you. For further information, write or call: Mr. A. B. Coleman, 3.129 Norbrook,
Memphis,Temroessoe.Phone 398419P2

or

....„COLEMANS

•
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Frontiers
Members Feted Pick Columbus
At Yule Party For Convention

Sewing Club

Opera Singer To Give
Recital Here Jan. 19
The Cultural Activities torn- bah Br i; Henri Dol%.irc and
!suttee of LeMoyne College is Mozart
presenting mezzo-soprano She made nine appearances
Gwendolyn Killebrev. of the last year in "Die Walkure"
Metropolitan Opera In a free with the Metropolitan Opera.
concert at 10:30 a.m. Jan 19 She won the famed gold
medal at the International
in Bruce Hall.
Dr. Paul Hayes, chairman of Singing Contest of Belgium
the committee, said the ptiblic in 1986, and in the same year
received the Metropolitan Opis invited.
Miss Killeorew, a native of era National Council's VirPhiladelphia, will be accom- ginia M. Stoughton award.
Later she was again a winner
pained by Stewart Powell.
The concert will be rendered in the Third International Muin six parts, featuring the isic Competition at Montreal.
works of Francesco Durante, Dr. Hayes said students from
Benedetti.) Niarcello, A aro n'other schools are invited to
Copland, Samuel Barber, Al-,hear Miss Killebrew.

Frontiers International, Inc.,
Members of the Stitch and
Chat Sewing club held their the only predominantly Negro
annual Christmas party on service club in the United
Friday night, Dec. 29, at the States, has selected Columbus,
home of the president, Mrs. Ohio. the city of its "birth",
Lula Joe Gibson of 823 S. Park- as the 1968 meeting site of the
organization's 32nd Annlver•
way.
Members and their special airy Convention, according to
guests enjoyed egg nog and an announcement by internapresident Clarence A.
other refreshments during the tional
of Philadelphia.
Darkens,
affair, and afterwards ekchanged gifts. Secret pals The annouscement followed
were revealed and new names a joint meeting at Columbus
drawn for 1968.
of the Elecutivo and COOVIlkMrs. Gibson thanked the Sion Committees,
members for the splendid work
that was done last year, and Mr. Dockens, recently apall pledged to do more for pointed Commissioner of Lithe club's scholarship program censes and Inspections by Philadelphia Mayor James Tate,
in 1968.
that the Sheraton-Columsaid
Mrs. Julia Leonard will be
the hostess for the club's first bus *Mild ietve as Convention
headquarters with July 23-27
meeting of 1968.
Miss Eva Hill is club report- picked as meeting dates.
"Leadership Involvement" is
er
the theme of the nve-4..y sessions.
The international body devotes its broad Program toNurses' Guild; Mrs. Snsje
ward service to the communiBradford, treasurer; Mrs.
ty, but each member club is
Whinie Little, vice presiautonomous and selects the
dent; and Mrs. I.V. Huyactivities it deems to be of
kendall, secretary. Under
maximum benefit to its locale.
the Christmas tree in the
background were presents
for all.

Oak Grove 4-H Club
Feted At Xmas Party
The Oak Grove 4-H Club County agents Miss Alberta
held its annual party on Fri- Gaines and James Coleman
day night. Dec. 22, at the home I were present for the party.
outs 1eader, Mrs Clara Gibbs
Refreshments for the affair
were brought by the members.

Review Of'67
To Highlight
f
,Men s Meeting

SAT

NURESE' GUILD DINNER
— The annual Christmas
dinner sponsored by the
Nurses' Guild of Olivet
Baptist church was held
in the church dining room
recently, and seated at
extreme right is the past.

or, Rev. E. W. Williams
with two of the Ford CUdren standing in front of
him. Others seated clockwise are 1.11. Holmes,
Mother Leath& Shelly, Mrs.
1. Brown holding her son,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ford

Mrs. Clara G. NM officers
oft he No. 2 Usher Board,
Deborah Marie London and
Rev. C. L. Berryhill. Others
standing from left are Lloyd
Brown, the children of Mr.
and Mrs. Ford, Mrs. C. J.
Smith, president of the

The decorations were all
handmade by the members,
and included wreaths and garlands of cedar, pine, pine
cones, magnolia leaves, holly,
sprayed cotton balls, sage
the camps was not knowing
grass, cat tails, and variety of
how long you would remain
other materials produced by
nature, as well as the stick Nat D. Williams, moderator
there. Many prisoners stopped
of the radio program, "Brown
bug.
may be difficult to grasp, it religion is "to save the soul." living for the future and reBy ERNEST BOYNTON
America Speaks," on Radio
may be virtually impossible Two of Viktor Frankl's books gressed to the past or just
wreath was Station WDIA
wingThe
every Sunday,' Three years in Auschwitz and
vegetated. But some achieved
made by Christine Davis from will lead a discussion on thej Dachau convinced psychiatrist to express adequately in words, are available in English. "The
but it is there. The religious Doctor and the Soul," publish- a victory through their suffersprayed cotton balls and mag- topic, "1967 in
greatman's
Retrospect"! Viktor Frankl that
ing, "turning life into an inner
man, he feels, continues to see
nolia leaves.
during the Men's Fellowship est need is to find meaning Life not just as "a task," but ed by Knopf, and "Man's triumph." Frankl repeatedly
Search for Meaning," which
Deborah Davis won first meeting at Second Congre- in his life. The following are
quotes a line from Nietzsche,
place with a garland made gational church's Love Hall! a few quotable quotes by Dr. as "a mission." But the feel- this column has very briefly
who has a WHY to live
"He
ing
emptiness
of
by
caused
above'
is
latter
The
summarized.
from a number of the
on Tuesday, Jan. 16. at 7:30 Frankl:
for
bear with almost any
can
loss
of
has
traditions
left
many
mentioned items.
available in a paperback edi"You cannot invent a meanp.m.
Other outstanding decorations • L. R. Fletcher will be the ing for your life. You have to men a prey to conformity. tion published by Washington HOW." For example, one prisoner offered God 'his own sufwere a candy wreath made
In addition, "boredom is Square Press.
discover it."
program.
the
for
moderator
ferings and death for the sake
by Georgia Etta Gibbs and
"The pursuit of happiness now causing, and certainly Both books are exciting read- of someone he loved. That man,
a candy house made by Dr. John Buehler will lead the; self-defeating. The more you bringing to psychiatrists, more
is
ing.
Viktor Frankl noted, suffered
Patricia and Mae Ellen Dor- worship service.
problems than is distress."
Hosts at the meeting will directly seek pleasure. the
Writing about life in concen- very well, because his suffersey.
This
lack
same
of
meaning
Happiness
eludes you.
tration camps, Frankl said ing had some meaning. (ANP
A variety of games were be Milton A. J. Barber, Lonnie more it
a side effect drives many people to com- the most depressing aspect of Feature.)
played and Christmas carols:F. Briscoe and Dr. Buehler. is a by-product,
pensate by seeking money or
The hall is located at 762 of a reason to be happy; a
and 4-H club songs sung.
sexual pleasure.
Walker ave. The Rev. John person to love, a cause to be
committed to, a God to serve." Frank] criticizes psychologyl
'C. Mickle is pastor.
"Education should be educa- for debunking beliefs and valtion in the ability to decide." ues and stresses the need for
••Man needs tension or chal- the psychotherapist to help
lenge. If he is spared tension the patient build values rather
by this affluent, air-conditioned than tear them down. He atsociety tacks those who view man as
The Owen College Hornets society of ours — a
and a product of heredity and enpampered
TO
is
man
where
camhome
1968
their
open
modof
vironment rather than as, a
softness
the
by
spoiled
State
Mobile
paign against
this Saturday night, Jan. 13, ern culture — then he will get free, self-determined being.
And he disagrees with those
at 8 in the LeMoyne College his tension in other ways."
"Suffering ceases to be suf- who claim the aim of human
gym.
•Cowell at Barron
•Lauri;Nreecl Center
The Owen aggregation is it fering at the moment it finds existence is "self-actualiza•Cholsoo at Thomas
•National at Jackson
Little Rock this Thursday, Jan. a meaning, such as sacrifice. tion." For Frankl, the real
•North gots Shopping Ctr.
•Quince at Sea Isis
•Southland Mall
•Macon at Wells Station
11, to tackle the Shorter Col- Frankl is more than a bril- aim of human existence is
lege five.
liant aiid creative psychothera- "self-transcendence,"
r i s ing
pist. He is a wise man, a above
self.
Similarly, he
philosopher in the fullest sense . charges the followers of Freud
WASHINGTON — INPI1 — of the word. His views are a , with overemphasizing instincts
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., challenge to modern man to and drives. What needs emSave Del Farm cash register tapes
agree with Richard go beyond the false emphases.phasis today, in his view, is
IN TRAINING — Airman does not
dividend" and half-truths he has come the spirit of man.
for a 1% refund to your church or
Dennis D. Palm, son of Mrs. M. Nixon's "extra
revere.
Yet, in spite of his insistence
B. Palm of 2.518 Hanwood, idea. As a matter of fact, the to
favorite charity.
today go to a on the importance of a more
has been assigned to the Air civil rights leader said the Re- Many people
spiritual prob- relevant, comprehensive psywith
psychiatrist
of
most
lose
would
publicans
force Technical Training Cenclaims. The chotherapy, Frankl is opposed
ter at Amarillo APB, Tex., for the Negro vote by nominating lems, Frankl
believes, is to making a religion of it.
he
The
reason,
President.
Vice
former
main
the
specialized training as an adof The two are different, though
neurosis"
"collective
candidate
the
ministrative specialist. A 1967 only GOP potential
graduate of Douglass High who could defeat President our day, the feeling that life they do not conflict, he argues.
School, he recently finished Johnson in 1968, according to has no meaning. Frankl in- The aim of psychotherapy is
basic training at Lackland Dr. King, is New York Gov. sists, on the contrary, that "to heal the soul, to make it
;life does have meaning. It Ihealthy," whereas the aim of
Nelson A. Rockefeller.
APB, Tex.

From Labor Camps Inner Strength

To Host
Hornets
•
Mobile State Five

BUY U.S.
BONDS

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS

CUSTOM

BHS
INC.

JA 7-9320

248 Vance Ave.

1440eselgs. Terteessse

'1\e
"YOUR Company Makes Whet Yoe Mt kg MEI
Crawl's Whet Yoe TM.* or

NINE CONVENIENT -4EE RRESERVE
GHT
DEL FARM FOOD UNIT
STORES

Mclemore at Nepi-une

Disagreement

UP TO 1000 CASH! RAYBRANDIirW•

MEAT AND PRODUCE PRICES
GOOD THRO
JAN. 13:
ALL OTHER PRICES.
GOOD THRU
JAN. 17, 1965.

S.

(MO

4frt
To see Walla/

4968

elegance in- action

Jefferr 1964—All EOM Recartad Strategic Merchuldising, 90 Park Ave,M.T.e.

tear/right

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF

NEW BOOKS!

W1NESAP
APPLES

341 UNION AVE. 526-5933
2577 POPLAR AVE. 327-8451
At %%dim Cadillac there are also 50 cars in our used car stock to choose from and you
get a 27 Month warranty.

ME STANDARD,OF THE WORLD - IN MOTORING PLEASURE - AND OW'NER LOYALTY

Jos

FRUIT
JUICE

ORCHARD
FRESH

Lb 39°
U.S. CHOICE

CHUCK
ROAST

1-LB.
PKG.

WASHINGTON STATE

Inthout a tioabt a Madison Cadillac is a most elegant ear and she's a most sophisticated
lady in her hair piece by Mon Claire, Inc. Why don't you take the city and the lady by
storm in a Madison Cadillac. There's one to fit your particular personality. Prop in at any
one of ow taro locatives.

NEW PRIZES!,

590
10 For 490

SLICED
BACON

BY TUR9eactillac YOU DRIVE

NEW SLIPS!

MID COOKED HAM
ARMOUR STAR

SHE
KNOWS
YOU'RE
A MAN of
DISTINCTION

1t
hers
Soria
for I

GOLDEN KERNEL

SWEET
CORN

Lb.

5

490

FOR 390

DUNCAN HINES
Ac

n

290 CAKE MIXES 3
SHORTENING 630 NATCO FLOUR
AFInz

18-0z. $
Pkgs.

-T C"aj:.

TOP TASTE

PLAIN OR -SELF-RISING

3CaLnit.

agb..39-C
5Bl

AUNT JEMIMA BUTTERMILK
WITH „n
FREE %) ,.
:"
SYRUP rgil•
MIX

TOP TASTE

LUNCHEON
MEAT

TOP TASTE
OLEOMARGARINE
WITH COUPON

PANCAKE
12411. 39C
I!as

41•1.

Ago

11111
TOP ?Anil'
OLIO

2

i-LB.
CTNS.
(

1 -LB. 4 C
L CINS.
WIC% oompoe and pleoboo, of $5.00 ormom
excloellog Boor, Tobacco. Fresh Milk, Ics Goma
cod lc. Milk. lirch see coops* pot cashew.
Coupe., oepirec Joe. 17, 1968.
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Survey Tabs 'New Negro Mood'

0* In ArneriC3 4

By AUDREY WEAVER

next?
Among the things to keep
At year's end, we (Negroes)
a close eye on during 1968 are:
again had been surveyed and
The 134 American Negroes
studied. This time it was to
who went to Liberia in Novemcatch the new "Negro mood."
ber in an effort to get away
By HARRY GOLDEN
And guess what they diafrom violence against Negroes
cuveredt—Tbat
Negro,
the
in the U.S. They call themFor the last 15 years I guess I've spent each Chrisunes at
Ub everyone else, just wanted
selves "Black Hebrews." I
Carl
Sandburg's home. I looked forward to the Christmas dinall the better things of Ii
hr
just wanna know if things are
watits better schools, better
ner all year long.
better in Liberia than here!
programs, better
education
The bid for a "separate'
Though I am no scenery man, the cne view that always
jobs, better homes, better postate" by Black Power advolice protection...
cates. There are a lotta blacks stopped me talking was the view from Carl Sandburg's treat
who prefer to live where they porch. Sandburg called his farm Connemara. It was in Plat
Fortune Magazine picked up
are, I am told.
the tab for an in-depth study
Rock, N.C. In fact, the flat rock from which the town takes its
AUDREY WEAVER
of the attitudes held by more
That wide open rush for the name was on the slope of a hill directly adjacent to Carl's prothan 300 Negroes in 13 cities.
Presidency. After 1967, I would perty.
Black Muslims were low on
Some of the tabulated answers
think President Johnson would
the totem pole with only 15 per
be glad to give the job to
to queries were interesting, if
Connemara mounted the crest of a wooded
cent believing that they fight
not surprising.
some of his critics.
for what Negroes want and
hill and from the top of the front steps a man
The effect of the Olympic boyFor instance, they found that only 12 per cent
can see the hills stretch down, as smooth as
stating that cott.
81 per cent of the persona 26 they trusted them.
silk, to the lake below and from the lake the
The prediction that there will
years old and over felt that Not forgotten was
Adam be more riots
hills roll away in all directions to the Sapphire
than in '67.
chances of finding a decent Clayton Powell because
25 per The steady
Hills of the Great Smoky Mountains. Even on
rise of interracial
job were better new than they cent said they still
trust him ,and interfaith
were from three to five years very much and 23 per
marriages and
a cloudy day, Mt. Mitchell is always visible.
cent that "Silver lining"
we are enago, while 37 per cent felt that felt he fights for what
At Christmas time, of course, with the snow
people titled to in the
face of la'
housing for Negroes living in want.
stilling all movement, it was a breathtaking
year's
gloom.
the city had improved some- On the matter of
sight, almost holy. Inside it was better. Though
violence, And Tolstoi
what.
said:
62 per cent said they didn't
Connemara wasn't my home, though I was only
"I
sit
on
But what was really pride think violence was necessary
occasional visitor, still every time I felt just
an
GO!
DEN
choking
him and making him
provoking was the revelation at all and as to whether Nethat 97 per cent of all the groes can obtain what they carry me, and yet assure my- as I feel when I come into New York, that I am coming home.
self and others that I am very
Carl Sandburg was a robust man, vigorous, as masculine
persons queried wanted "more want in th
.S, 53 per cent
oirs lhoiamd bayndall wpo
isshsibto
ie as Chicago, the city he wrote about. He spent his adult life,
education for my children," said, yes: 43 per cent, no, and siiogrhriven fh
and only 20 per cent
were 4 per cent just weren't sure.
ihowever, surrounded by women, by his wife Paula, his daughPt y getting off
interested in moving out of Wonder who'll
ters, Margaret. Janet and Telga. The Sandburg household had
survey us his back.•'
their
neighborhoods (h o p e
had its share of sadness, like all households, but there was
those fair housing foes take
everything
in that home to make a man happy and to make
note of that).
his guests as happy as he.
On that "power" matter,.
79 per cent felt that Negroes
Carl Sandburg died this summer. Christmas will be lonelier
now wield more power. And
this
year for his family and for me and many others who enof those who "fight for what
joyed a friendship with Carl.
people
want," Dr.
Martin
Luther King and the NAACP
In a real sense. Carl survives, in his books, his poetry, his
led the list. Also ranking high
The newly organized Glen ,extendino
biography of Lincoln and in that presence we all know. A good
east
on
the
south
were Roy Wilkins, Thurgood view-Edgewood
Manor Area side of Lamar to South Park - friend is life's imPrrishable gift,
Marshall and Whitney Young.
Association will install its of- way East and
The last time tisaw Paula was in Washington. at the comwest on the
While 83 per cent trusted ficers at an installation
pro-Inorth
side
of
South
memorative
services for Calr Sandburg. She told me then to
Parkway
King very much, only 20 per gram, Sunday.
January 14. at, East to the Friscon Railroad.
come up to connemara any time I felt like it.
cent felt the same about 4 p.m. at the
Tabernacle BapStokely Carmichael and 18 per tist Church.
T.R. 51cLemore, longtime
This is no vague invitation. Paula meant it. So I went there
Councilman Fred
cent, H. Rap Brown. The L Davis of
;
(:
leader, will be installed this Christmas. not going out of sadness or duty but to renew
the fourth 'strict,
—!which includes Glenview-Edge- as president along with the myself as I renewed myself every Christmas that I spent with
wood -Manor will be the guestIRev• Edward Ousllette. a pro- Carl. The year I just passed was not the happiest I ever spent.
speaker and H. T. Lockard. Ad- f•essor at LeMoyne College. as I spent six months desperately ill and the
year was marked
'ministrative Assistant to Gov-' vice-president. Other officers
not only by Carl's death but by other losses, too.
lernment Buford Ellington, and; are Clifton Satterfield, assisEach Christmas Carl always started the dinner with a toast.
a resident of the area, will tant secretary: Mrs. Isom
Wilson, corresponding seere- He said, raising his glass. -The strong men keep coming on."
I install the officers.
I proposed the same toast this year not only at the Sandburg
The purpose of the organiza- Lary; Mrs. Carrie Scott, finantion is to resist the encroach- ; cial Secretary; H. A. Calwell, table but to every one. "The strong men keep coming on." In
ment of commercial and in- treasurer; the Rev. Eddie. many ways, that's what Christmas is all about, isn't it?
dustrial interprises as well as' Currie, Chaplin; A. T. Richard,
certain social evils upon the . parliamentarian and Mrs. Ruhomes in this beautiful inner- bye Gadison, reporter and also
city area, and to support and chairman of the installation
encourage all efforts, both or-; program.
ganized and individual, toward Serving v ith Mrs. Gadison
maintaining and imporoving are Mesdames Carrie Scott,
Kindly send me the Tri-State
the homes, streets, and other H. T. Lockard, Ernestine John
facilities,
son, Joyce Green. Wilma Sue.
Defender to address below
Membershipin the organiza- ing and Isom Wilson: Mr.
'don is restricted to residents Scatterfield; S G. Cochran.
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
within the area
which is' and Joseph Jordon. All resi!bound on the west by Raynor, dents in the area are invited
a
'on the north by Southern and to attend.

A Sandburg Yule

HEART OF
CLIVE
HAUPT

The Glenview-Edgewood
Manor Area Association

I

New Subscription Order
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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'March Of Dimes Luncheon

e
Zone Ne.

Street Address

Held For Teen Age Leaders

State

"
C

.
I

Mrs. Kern mons Wilson and pointed from 75 to 1 to students
Mrs. Forrest Ladd, Co-Chair- , in each school to serN e in
man of the Teen Age Program'their own areas. More than
'of the Memphis Shelby County '7.000 students
will participate
Chapter of the National Foun-,-in
the teen age program pro;dation of the March of Dimes,;-.leas this year.
'entertained with a Luncheon
GOOD FRIENDS CLUB —
king and queen. From left Alonzo Po w el I, president: vice president and finan- 'Saturday, December 9th at the
'Holiday Inn—Mid-town, honorAt a recent meeting, memare James Williams, Mrs.
Mrs. L o ttie
Covington,
cial secretary; Mrs. Bessie
ing 102 students chosen by their .
bers of the Good Friends
May bell Powell, chaplain:
queen: J. C. Crader. king
Lancaster, secretary, and school
outfor
principals
Social Club elected officers
Mrs. Ora L. Durham, chairand
business
manager:
Johnnie Doyle, treasurer.
standing leadership ability.
for 1968 and crowned their
man of the Sick Committee;
Mrs. Darmish
Williams,
(Henry Ford Photo)
- The teenage program chairmen of Memphis and Shelby'
County are:
I
Mary Alice Hamsher — Gene-;
,ral TAP Chairman, White
'Stateion High; Suzanne Nix —
iTAP Publicity Chairman, Hill.
crest High; Steve Collums —
TAP Day Chairman, Overton
NEW YORK. N. Y. — Pro- the Union Seminary Quarter- tHigh: Charles Everett WitCOLUMBUS, Ohio — Under Stephen E. Lance. university
-hams — TAP Special Events
testant.
Orthodox and Episco- ly Review.
terms of an unprecedented'agreement on behalf of OSU.
Chairman, Mt. Pisgah High.
pal
church
across;
members
agreement between Ohio State constructor, c o nfirmed
the'the nation will gather in special' The chairman of that depart- These four young people
University, and the National The agreement provided the;
ment when this week was in- will serve as General Chairmen
Association for the Advance- first implementation of an.groups Jan. 21-27 to discuss stituted — Dr. Arthur S. Flemfor the 1968 Teen Age Prohuman
race
future
of
the
the
ment of Colored People, 135 historic decision handed down.
ming of Eugene. Ore. — is to gram for the March of Dimes.
technology.
advanced
under
Negro craftsmen are assured last May 17, by the U.S. Dispresident of the National' The
representing
students
employment in the construc- trict Court Judge Joseph P. Church and Economic Life'Council of Churches.
leach school have in turn apmarked
1968
Week
will
be
for
$121
University's
tion of the
Kinneary. This decision placed
million medical science build-; upon state officials the re- by widespread discussion of
ing. In addition. 35 apprentices 1 sponsibility of ensuring employ- Christian responses to the chalwill be given training in vari- ment of Negro skilled workers lenges of a "technocratic" age.
COME IN TODAY - ASK ONE OF OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN
"Technology,
ous skills.
—
Its
theme
reconstruction
public
on
all
i
SHOW YOU ONE OF THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN - MOST
Announcement of the agree- gardless of their membership Human Values and Communidraws
array
On
of,
an
THE MANY TO CHOOSE FROM ARE STILL IN WARRANTY
ment was made at a news of non-membership in the craft ty" —
Grab This Oppottunity to
printed and audio-visual
conference here, Dec. 28 by unions.
representatives of the NAACP j The university has obtained Iteril stemming from such diincluding Herbert Hill. national written
the verse sources as EXPO 67 and
from
pledges
labor director: Dr. David Mc- i contractors that Negro journey- ;the Union Seminary QuarterConnell and William J. Davis, men and apprentices will be printed and audio-visual machairmen, resp ectively of employed and paid union rates terial stemming from such diColumbus
NAACP for their respective crafts.
the
verse sources as EXPO 67 and
Branch's tabor and industry
and legal redress committees.

Buy U. S. Savings Bonds

Jobs Assured Negroes

Leaders To Analyze

On OSU Building Project

'Technocratic Age'

oN 850 POPLAR
ANDREWS OLDS
-PRICE BUSTERS

EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY

EARN $I to

GET FAST BLESSED RELIEF!

ITCHING
SKIN

SCALING
SKIN

IRRITATED
SKIN
PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT..
Relieves Itching, Scaling and
Irritation of Psoriasis.
9_ 114 Oil COMPARE
U ECONOMY NOTHINS nine
sots

9

I

SITE

AT ANY PRICE

GET HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION
.,!, TA, dpeo-act,og foamy etteicatie•
-. "SKIN :incur saw. it beam
,,,,. ten gellitithet Meg
' --.4.0
AvIll. persp,lion edit' _MOO.
.,
.

, 1•0

yr•

r•

•11.
r. ,f, AO ,

PAiMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS- SOAP.

$5

eve-,

in spare tirne
sal Win free Prize—

MR. WARREN with his
efficient staff of expert
BARBERS and BEAUTICIANS says, "For the
very ultimate in "AFRO'S"
come in & see us."

Valuable bvilians
ciwwiento goiww11 will
be of life-lows beiwRI.
Vow At*•lop IS..011110? Use The, Ciiwwww

"For the "AFRO" &corn.
ing to you. You should be
corning to us.

Clip Out This
Coupon 1111r
and

104etea'd. Stmfet & Eeetedif SAft
FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT COME IN OR CALL

887 THOMAS

NOW

'Prot Name ond Address Bolo*
Tri-State Defender
236 S. Danny Thome. Blvd.
61empilis, Tenn.
Set.1 tov first bundle of hewn,

Mail Today
loan Envelop*

PHONE 526-9203

Are You• Boy? ...A. .

THESE COURTEOUS SALESMEN
HAVE SATISFIED OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS EACH
—IN SALES and SERVICE—
•BOB TABOR
•R. D. WILLIAMS

•"NICK" BONNETTE
•J. P.(JAY) GUIDI

OVER 50 CLEAN USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM - COME IN
TODAY AND - MAKE YOUR SELECTION —
AT YOUR No. 1 OLDSMOBILE DEALER

Peet

In Care of
R. F. O.

Street sod Ni.
Post °like

. .

zie Cede No,
Pr:a4 Woe
Laell Mame
1.1•••17 Moe

.

Oat,,.,,,

TO
OF

ANDREWS
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WASHINGTON — As the New Tear rolls in it is becoming
increasingly apparent that the Civil Service Commission's
Equal Employment Opport inity program has bogged down.
Of Negroes in the
The gains in the employment and upgrading
federal establishment are mar from ideal. The structure of
Subscription rates: One year, Ile; six months, $310, (2-year special Subhandling equal employment complaints is wrong. Even the
scription rate $10) The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for
Negroes who ale involved in implementing programs are
unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos. Published Every Thursday by the New
coming up with paper programs and seminars. Responsible for
Postage
Class
Paid
Tennessee,
Memphis,
at
Second
Tri-State Publishing Co.
handling the equal employment program for CSC is Anthony
THERE MUSTEIEA WELL
'. • Rachel. The former resident of New Orleans has made some fine
ULder Act of March 2, 1879.
PL4NNE14,WILL PI44NGS0
speeches, has Immo involved in some well intentioned seminars,
AND SUSTAINEDPROGRAM
National Advertising Representatives
OFBLACK PROPRIET/,'
bat his efforts 'aave not home meaningful fruit. In some resWITHIN 771E OREM
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
pects, the sheer immovability of the establishment, regardless
of motives, def.es change. Ironically, the program thus far, has
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
meant some legher grades for some whites, who couldn't care
what happened to Negro*. There is not one single federal
less
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area
agency wnere the top equal employment program officer is a
Negro He is usually a deputy. At HEW, HUD, State Department, USIA, Labor, Commerce, Treasu-y and Interior, the
person responsible for equal employment efforts is a part time
white maw 'The Brother in operation reports to the white man.
Upgrading for the little guy is nil.
INSIDE STUFF: The final report of the Commission on
Civil Disorders should be denounced is the Black Power Movement and the oally press will be accused of "making" the
Movement by publilcizing the loud mouth proclamations of
every self-styled "militant" who happens along . . .Some of
the organizers of Black Perspective are unhappy over comments
here. They are contending teat they are not 'frustrated" black
The testimony of five big city may. their white supporters."
'journalists working on white papers although one of their orIf the commission should follow
ors before the
National Advisory
ganizers wet introduced that way before the Civil Disorders
Commission . . . A D. C. grocery chain is helping the Negro
Commission on Civil Disorders has not this type of thinking it will have to suf'Louisiana cooperttive that has thousands of bushels of sweet
resolved the doubt in the public mind'fer the tragic consequencs of muddy
potatoes. The chain has agreed to sell a truckload .. . Art Carthat these mayors in whose cities se-!thinking. No one who is familiar with
te", the veteran Afro newsrran who hz.s been ill for weeks, is
rious riots have occurred possess eitherl the social and economic plight of the
working out of the D.C. office of the chain . . . Smart money
the mental equipment or the requisite people who live in the slums can honestboys who placed their bets ,after the tip here) that Jim Nabrit
Ford did not name any in- I was in favor of a tough antiBy ETHEL L. PAYNE
t
t t
would remain at Howard university can switch to Harry
social consciousness to deal with urban ly expect'
!..engstarke Publications l'orretwonn, nt dividuals
specifically, but it ;crime law, and he was also
who is not about to leave the top chair at Central State
Groves
abide in such enclaves. The conclucrises.
obvious that he was re- critical of Atty. Gen Ramsey
as
'
use
in Ohio . . . Julien Dugs's, noted Kappansan and head
o
H
—
WASIIINGTON
as!university
k
Perhaps the most damaging evi- sion is therefore inescapable that out of minority leader Gerald FordF ferring to black power leader CIar whom he described
"not always accurate." speete.lof the 0E0 funded Legal Services for the D. C. poor will not
dence of this incredible ineptitude is re- theordeal, frustrationd hopelessness(R. Mich.) warned of more, Stokely .Carmichael who an- eally when Clark recently ex- give up nis seat en the D.C. school Board when he assumes his
the same day a meet- i preustsed doubts that
flected in Jersey City Mayor Thomas J. came the riots which have plagued riots to come in the summer nounced
Carmichael job as the licensing bureau head for the District.
rights activists to
civil
of
ing
Tuesday
challenged
of 1968 and
d be punished for traveling'
NOTES ON A FRAYED CUFF: When Los Angeles multi.
Whelan who told the commission that America's big cities in the last two sum- President Johnson to take,form a united militant front ,I
countries on the State De- millionaire John Factor played Santa in his hometown on
"riots are caused not by social condi- mess.
steps now to assure law and in Washington.
partment restriction list.
Christmas eve, it was a second time around for this year. Far.
The GOP leaner, who has
It is pure stupidity to ascribe the order.
tions but by agitators who hate our,
Carmichael had his pass- ter, a Jew, distributed $20 bills to 1000 poor Negroes in the State
vigorous
most
the
briefing for been one of
press
a
At
black ghetto uprisings to conditions,
country."
Washington newswomen, tse, advocates of drastic repressive port taken after his return to of Mississippi two weeks ego. A former Chicagoan, Factor is
This, with some slight variations, other than those that prevail in the second most influential Repub-, measure against demonstra- the U.S., but has otherwise sow in insurance and real estate . . . The growing gift between
moveHearound
the exiled Adam Clayton Powell and Michigan's John
and highly critical of been freeatto will.
has set.
Conyers,
was the consensus among the mayors slums. To say that the riots are caused 'bean in Congress charged that I tions Johnson
country
Administration's
the
fomentwho
persons,
same
the
representing Los Angeles, Milwaukee, by agitators is to ignore the tragic as- ed the violence that swept ' handling of the issue, said the tied in Washington for the widened shen Conyers signed the proposed bill to appoint staff
plans people to serve a district if vacated by House action. The act
St. Louis, Batimore and Jersey City. peels of a human equation.
through 120 areas of the na• situation requires "firm but time being and while his
mould tarnish Conyers nationally, although his Detroit constituhave
been
not
made
definite,
very
the
from
action
fair"
startin
are
year.
The mayors' indulgence in such i tion last
Whelan suggested that complaints of
may not mind . . . Intarlor is looking for Brothers for its
eats
they
sources
to
close
say
him
not
was
he
said
He
already to arouse people to,ourNet.
police brutality and social deprivation, anti-social thinking lays the foundation'
convinced that the President include demonstrations of some Forest Ranger Service. Collsre students looking for work ought
I aQitatiofl.
sort in the Capital.
to apply at the nearest Interior Department office . . John
offered as excuses for rioting, are "af- for disasters far greater in their desLittleJohn,
the assistant general counsel for the Civil Rights
In
response
to
a
question
disprevious
any
than
ter-the-fact explanations drilled into the tructive sweep
Commission, boo quit to head a D. C. anti-poverty agency that
to
put
him
need
the
on
for
minds of the people by long-playing ra- orders that big urban centers have yet
enforcement provision for the will operate In the Carden area ... Dick Gregory who left his
Equal Employment opportunit- engagement at the Villige Gate to spend Christmas with his
cists and given instant credibility by experienced.
ies Commission, Ford said he family, is down to 111 pounds. Since starting his and-war fast
favored the Republican pro- Thanksgiving, Gtegory has been under
the close observation of
posal for a "human investnutrition doctor .. . Famous last words: "Oh what difference
ment" plan with private enterprise given tax incentives to does it make? Christmas my comes once a year."
COFFEE BREAK CONVERSATION: Los Angeles' bright
train disadvantaged groups for
young architect with the pretty new wife and bouncing baby
gainful employment.
has really made his trip here several months ago pay off.
Science Foundation, revision of the paScience and Technology
He said he favored this over
Carey
Jenkins is up to his neck in Model Cities involvement
modiweather
the President's idea for governThough Congress approved the i tent and copyright ass's,
around the country .. . When Richard Hatcher takes over Gary
I 01'Ne IR.
WHITNEY
ment
make-work
programs.
He
needed appropriations for specific gov-P fication and prediction, and redesignawas not aware of the need for later this month he will have two tough precedents to follow.
eriunental agencies, it has neglected. tion of the Department of the Interior
enforcement machinery for the Both Car; Stokes of Cleveland and Walter Washington of the
commission and said he knew District are setting a mean pace as mayors of their respective
perhaps intentionally, to pass the all-im- as the "Department of Natural Resourof
no request by the President communitiees. Not only has Stokes shaken up the police force in
consideration.
of
out
left
been
ces"
have
portant science and technology legislafor such congressional action. Cleveland. but he has fired half cie the
into
look
"experts"
the
lawyers on the law deall
made
when
year
the
not
has
of
Evidently Congress
This is the time
tion.
happen
Ford made it plain that while partment staff. In D.C., Washington has mobed faces around
to
going
is
what
us
of
rest
the
tell
and
halls
crstal
imtheir
The only bill of any interest to the up its mind as to the utility and
he recognised the necessity for and put in new heads, including Negroes. His latest: Robert N.
next twelve months. I don't have any crystal ball, but
scientific and technological community portance of these items. For a nation in the who tries to predict what will happen on he race rela- more jobs, he was opposed to Hough, picked by Public Safety Director Pat Murphy to be his
anyone
any further government ex- personal aide and specialist in
which passed was a $428 million authori- that boasts of being far ahead of other tions scene in 1968 is faced with a cloudy picture.
improving communications bedec- penditures in this area. In fact, tween the Metropolitan Police and the community . . . USTA's
zation for a national air pollution abate- countries, there is no legitimate excuse
This new year could either be the most dangerous in
all through his interview, he Jim
Pope is in the Vice Presidential party presently touring
for not taking the needed steps about ades, or it could be the most productive since the peak period emphasized over and over
ment program.
the
five
African countries. Much of the press liaison for the tick
1964-85.
movement in
cutbacks in government spendThe reorganization of the National matters of unquestioned significance. of the civil rights
Is falling on the capable shoulders of Otield Dukes, HHH's trusin
country
the
Is
summer.
ing
this
versus
tax
a
is
increase.
point
danger
The obvious
ty aide. Simreme Court Justice Marshall is also along and will
for another round of urban rioting? The conditions which caused and he made it plain that the
be meetizg with heads of African nations on his own. The
GOP
ways
ride
some
would
on
In
herd
any
there.
still
riots in the past few summers are
proposals which the Admine whole trip could further cement US-African relations,
example,
for
unemployment,
Negro
worst.
getting
they are even
stration presents.
NOTES IN THE NEW YEAR: If you think that you would
is actually rising.
like
to be mayor of a city. just get yourself some
about
reports
regards
In
of
to
the
lots
by
case
marked
of
enthusiastic
This winter has been
but Adam Clayton Powell's exclu- supporters a campaign and a mere $233,000. That's what Carl
Guardsmen,
National
and
police
for
training
riot
special
sion from Congress, Ford said Stokes spent to get elected in Cleveland . . . Dick
Gregory's
next to nothing has been done to assure that living conditions
According to well-informed sources, years less education than his city coun- In the ghetto improve. I suppose that when warm weather be- ! he was sympathetic to the December threat to block the Democratic National convention
plight of the
than 400,000 has caused little eye brow raising
here. Most Demo bigries
President Johnson is expected, next terpart, one-third of all country homes gins in the Spring all sorts of crash programs will be thought people of themore
Harlem district feel that its just too early to be
summer
token
and
pools
concerned about that and others
summer, to campaign vigorously in the needing major repairs or replacement. up, and the usual mobile swimming
who have been deprived of are quietly
hoping that Chicsgo's Mayor Daley will have to
!Representation, but he would
The climate is ripe for the Presi- job programs will go into action.
Southern and Midwestern farming comand it certainly won't make vote again to bar Powell from solve that ems ... Speculattiv seems to be dimming on Jimmy
enough,
been
never
has
this
But
Booker's assignment to the White House.
munities. He is said to be looking for is- dent to campaign on such programs as
Booker, a New York
the situation any less explosive. I'm looking toward March for Congress if the question of
that would appeal to the sensi- would give added incentives for more an event which could start things moving again. That's when his seating comes up at the newsman with strong alliances, was rumored to be the man
tive-Ispirit of the people of those areas. job training for improved educational the President's Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders will second session of the 90th with the 'in" for the presx associate's job . . . Ethel Payne,
rwho has been asking hard miestions of local
will not just be a Congress.
Republican biggies.
Sources close to the White House facilities, better health care, and hous- make its formal report. I'm hoping that it
He refused to comment on may be readying a scorcher soon . . New Yorkers around
on what happened last summer, but that it
say he will use the report of the Nation- ing for the people in the rural districts. post-mortem report
the comparison of Powell's Bobbie are miffed because Dick Hatcher didn't show up a conpla
for change.
farming will give the nation a blueprint for massive action
some
done
Having
al Advisory Commission on Rural Povpunishrpent and the mild cen- weeks ago for a Breakfast in the Senator's honor. One of the
a
for
calling
been
I've
needed.
is
what
is
action
Massive
vocathe
knows
given to Sen. Thomas purposes was to introduce Hatcher who got
sure
President
the
himself,
willingly
The
erty as a basis for new programs.
elected after Bobbie
Domestic Marshall Plan to do for the ghetto what we so
of Connecticut, on simi- sent both men and material to Gary
Dodd,
In
farmer.
Western
the
move
in
enemies
can
that
former
bulary
our
. . Don't be su rised if
did for our allies and even for
nation's large commercial farms are exlar charges.
a prominent journalist medium in this
area undergo;;a
periencing their greatest period of pros- other words, he can speak their lan- Europe.
drastic
aidin
s
s
wa
erd
o
u
change before the year is out and be s
ththaet
,
F
iss
,
with
the
feet
their
on
back
nations
those
put
we
war,
the
After
remembers
doubt
perity. But the commissions study finds guage. Mr. Johnson no
courts, e that you read it here . . . In the
economic aid which ran to about $17 billion. But our own poor
meanwhile,
"eSquirm,
baby
t° remember
that many rural Americans are in bad that it was the farming community that People — about 30 million, of them -- are still waiting for such , would reserve his opinion, but squirm.
he
expressed
misgiving
—
about
-shape — one out of four living in pov- helped Harry S. Truman win his second action right here in the USA.
the long delay in action on
number
well
our
may
History
be
should
1948.
racism
in
election
term
and
poverty,
the
slums,
unemployed,
Wiping out
erty, one out of five
the case by -the court of an
-one priority. It isn't now, and never has been. That's why we peals. He had doubts, he said,
average youngster getting about two repeat itself.
other
saying
not
I'm
ourselves.
about the court venturing into
are in the mess which we find
things aren't important, but when our major cities harbor mis- a dispute between co-equal
ery and degradation and some of them drive people to desperate branches of government.
rioting, then there should be no doubt about wRat-commi first.
The minority leader original.
But so far our urban crisis doesn't rate the same priority iy favored a recommendation
as the war in Vietnam, not to mention such other costly pro- by the House select committee
grams like the ogees race The painful progress of the anti- to seat Powell, but only after
stripping him of his seniority
poverty bill is proof of this.
and
publicly reprimanding him
asked
and
Spring,
last
bill
The President first proposed" the
In the well of the Ilouse.
the program The first response from
$2
about
for
for
billion
flammable bowels
breaking up the Powell refused the commit.
ATLANTA — Gov. Lester the secretary of state, must de- line and other
'Congress Pad political leaders *as talk of
.
affected.
except "with
report and on
chose
area
the
prohibited
fine
be
r.ould
the instead
Maddox was expected to ask the
to exile
most o the tee's
administers
whit*
Opportunity.
Office of likotionue
himself
Isle of
the normal operation of motor nrograms in the War on Poverty,
Gerogia legislature to give biml
the state of emergency
Bimini while a battery of
ise
use,
the power to close an entire city I After
home
normal
vehicle,
drastiof
talks
followed
by
That was fought off, but it was
the governor may
lawyers drafted the constituif necessary during a not, capi-is declared,
funds. Then various amendments to the hill were tional fight over his ouster.
from public streets legitimate commercial use."
cutting
people
cally
ban
weeksat
disclosed
tal sources
and parks during any hours he
offered, reducing the effectiveness of the program. Meanwhile, Moving on to the political
end.
'declares or may designate the The legislation also includes money was running out, and cities all over the country were outlook for 1088, Ford scuttled
a section which states the goverThe legislation would also number of persona who may ,
any possible booms for his
dropping progragis or cutting them back for lack of funds.
time.
t),.
at
t,71ther
may suspend any activities
nor
would
and
felony
this
nomination
make rioting a
Finally — a few weeks ago —the program was passed. It presidential
make a person automatically( The possession of firearms "he reasonably believes should provides less funds that the President asked for, even though year or any time. He said hie
life.
maintain
to
be prohibited
voacsa bale.esnHaeel,
w
guilty of rioting if he failed to
has provisiont decision
place other than a permoveany
or the public his request was far less than is needed, and it
revealed
he
t
move on in an emergency situa-lson s home or place of business health, property
as
wa
pro.th
which reduce the role of the poor in community set:on
peace,"
trien'i of Gen. William West
bon when ordered by a police could also be banned.
officer.
commander of U.S.
rnoreland,
connected
closely
A source
Wsliat do you think the response would haye been to eidi tl.h'ortce - in
':ram
The governor could suspend
bhuet said
tnam, but
In order to exercise his sweAsp. ihe sale of alcoholic beverages with the preparation of the bill action on a defense bill? It is obvious ilia$ Iodine poverty
evem
at no Vieime
awns
used
could
it
any
said
would
big power, the governor
. . Until it gains a , told him that he was a registerother coinmodities he
aid
low on the nation't scale of priorities
pretty
urge
who
civil rights activists
have to declare a state of emer- may designate.
leaders, urban un- ed Republican Or discussed any I
persons to riot, but seldom ever greater sense of urgency on the pert of oØ
gency by executive proclamaMir national problems. future
the
of
at
list
remain
top
the
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will
rest
hoPes•
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riot
the
with
involved
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use
or
get
tion, which must be filed with The possession
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A Negro May Run For
Mayor In Pittsburgh

MLA.

A
Id
(DAUGHTER
OF,
DGE
IRA
ALDR
I
GREAT SHAKES.
PEAREAN
ACTOR.
NOTED THE.
COMPOSER
UNDER
NAME
MONTAGUE
OF
HER BYMUSIC
ISRING,
PLAYED
BRITISH BANDS.
ALSO
A PIANIST
AND
TEACHER
FOR MORE
THAN
FIFTY
YEARS
SHE
COACHED NOTED
AMERICAN
SINGERS
IN LONDON
OUT
WAS
BOMBED
DURING
WORLD
WAR II.

A crou-section of activists
from many Pittsburgh groups
I were in the delegation led by
Harris which conferred with
I Mayor Barr on the subject of
housing in his office.

„,,„an,
,:

7

SUCCESSFUL
HEART TRANSPLANT
FROM BODY OF
CLIVE HAUPT:
"COLORED"

some of the legislation recommended by the City of Pittsburgh. He said he would confer
with the Governor on the matter.

Also included in the two-hour i
meeting of sharp exchanges;
Harris made his remarks, re- was a discussion of conditions
ferring to 'plainclothes work" at Arlington Heights, Terrace
in his opening remarks at the Village and Bedford Dwellings
meeting, which was closed to Housing Projects where Harris
news media on Mayor Barr's and tenant representatives of
orders. Following the meeting, the housing projects said no imHarris supplied the news media provements had been made in
with a previously-typed copy of 20 years.
the opening speech.

AMERICAN

AMERICAN SHIPS.
IN THIS WAR THE ENGLISH
CAPTURED WASHINGTON,
BURNT THE CAPITOL AND

By Holloway
GETTING TO THE HEART OF THE MATTER
Alr\;1111\\11111$11, 1111114illiipegliffrace/P707

Can Pittsburgh elect a black have shown signs of this tactic,
mayor in leart Ons civil In their own office or organizarights leader seems to thiarse. tion which they bead. I made
reference to Francis Johns,
"Miele some changes are
made and made quickly, we president of the plumbers union
can no loapr cooperate or We feel that this board should
support this administration in resign or be revamped."
the coming eiectios, but we
will spend most of Our time Harris continued: "these men
looking,• instructing and advis- we label as "your men, not
ing on bow to pick the next
man who runs this city. .We ours" are both black and white.
are already looking for a *black Two of these men now heard the
men who we feel will serve administrative department of
all the people just as in Gary Housing Authority of the City of
and Cleveland," Charles Har- Pittsburgh, Alfred 'fro= and
ris, leader of a Concerned Everett Utterback."
Citizens group, told Mayor
Joseph IL Barr last Thursday. Mayor Barr denied that his
was the case. He did, however,
Harris also expressed a deter- say that be would like to enmination to have his followers large the board. He explained
"do some plainclothes sleuth- that the State Legislature was
ing" until Negroes learn which supposed to do this but that
top political appointees under Alderman Joseph Rigby, the
Mayor Joseph M. Barr have Shadyside Republican, who is
been "picked to serve him and also a state assemblyman, had
him alone and not the people of been leading a drive to hold up
this community."

THE CAPTURE
OF THREE
NEGRO
SEAMEN
FROM'TOUCHED
AN AMERICAN
WARSHIP
OFF
THE
WAR
OFOWN1812.NAVY
ITS
TO GET
FOR
MEN
BRITAIN
TOOK
MEN OFF

Page 7

airre

The

THE
WHITE
HOUSE,
BUT
WERE
ON
THE
DEFEATED
LAKES
GREAT
IN
ENCOUNTNEGROES
ERS IN WHICH
FOUGHT
GALLANTLY.
THE
THREE
SEAMEN
WERE
WARE,MARTIN AND STRACHAN.

griev-

also voiced
Calling the group which met ances tenants
over
the
distribution of l
•
with the mayor, the Citizens
new
units between' il
Id isorders
Committee Against the Housing whites housing
Negroes.
Authority (CCHA), Harris stat- The and
CCHA delegation con- CINCINNATI
—
Members'officials there.
Monday, Dr. Bruce Green,
ed: "We are deeply concerned tained representatives
of the
president of the local chapter
about the Housing Board be. United Negro Protest Commit- of the President's Commission Scheduled to testify
yesterof the National Association for
cause it controls lives, jobs and tee, Citizens Against Slum on Civil Disorders have been.day were Police Chief
Jacob
told
more
racial
disturbances
.
Housing
and the Citizens-Clergy
living conditions of some 9,000
Schott; former Mayor Walton the Advancement of Colored
families or more in our commu- Coordinating Committee as well are likely here next summer Bachrach,
. Police Col. Robert People, told commission memnity. Yet the majority of the as representatives of tenants
may face
Welz, head of the crime bureau,'bers
Cincinnati
and
A
employee
two-day
groups in the
closed door session Police Sgt.
men on this board cculd care
sum
m er if
next
more
riots
Gene
Moore;
Henry
.
less about the living conditions housing projects.
in the federal building, head- Hobson. a white attorney and Negro employment needs are
and welfare of the poor—included by the commission's De- a merriber of The Committee' not met.
ing its chairman, Charles Ro- Speaking for the group at the puty General Counsel, Nathan- of
28, which is seeking to
senbloom. who never had a meeting were Matthew Moore,' iel R. Jones, ended Tuesday
find jobs for Negroes here; "If on:y 300 of the more
hard day in his life.
than 700 industries in this area
NAACP organizer, who is also a with testimony from city of- and the Rev.

Group Hears /68 Violence Predicted

51g 001:1°FROM HIS COLOSSAL STATUE IN
musaum. FIRST GREAT CONQUEROR IN
THE
BRITISH
HISTORY, HE DOMINATED
EXKNOWNHEWORLD.
THEASIA
THENMINOR
BROUGHT
NORTH
AND
AFRICA
TO
TENDING
INTO
SOUTH
"THEIR KINGS CAPTIVE TO EGYPT AND FORCED THEIR PEOPLE TO PAY HIM
• TRIBUTE.EGYPT GREW IMMENSELY RICH UNDER HIS RULE. ONE OF HIS
OBELISKS NOW STANDS IN CENTRAL PARK, NEW YORK CITY. 'galas:

Harold L. Hunt,

"Some of its members are member of UNPC; James Mc- ficials and community leaders. pastor of the Carmel Presby- would hire 10 more persons
I bigoted and predjudiced and Coy Jr.. chairman of UNPC and
terian Church and a spokesman from the ghettos," Green said.
vice president of the Pittsburgh The commission will move for some local Negro militants. 'it would be a big step in helpNAACP and Father Donald to Detroit Wednesday to obMcIlvance of the UNPC.
'tam n
statements from
city

ing to avoid disturbances like
The first witness to testify we had last summer."

EDDIE the EDUCATOR
says

Send Si for 49-Page, 147 Illustrated FACTS ABOUT THE NEGRO (2nd
of a Series) to The Courier Book Club...315 E. Carson St., Pittsburgh,
Pa. 15219.• Discounts on bulk orders.

7/10 of sample
'NOW
rogisforoll
°wood

rirrl rrr""
Li 1.1C---

Men And Women Needed To Fill
Job Openings At Post Office
The Post Offi-...e Establish- tion, sick leave, low-cost life Interested persons can sebenefits. cure necessary forms and I
ment Board of U.S. Civil insurance, health
Service, Memphis Tennessee. maximum job security and further information for the,
announces an open competitive good retirement benefits.
!Civil Service office. Room 306, ;
examination for the position No special training is requir- 1Main Post Office Building,
A recent poll iodkotos dm* punt
of mailhandler at the Memphis ed. Applicants who pass the Memphis. Tennessee.
Tennessee Post Office. Mail- Civil Service examinations have Applications must be filed1 Amorkons ave sotisflod with Ow
handlers move bulk mail and their names placed on a regist- with the Civil Service Establish- porforanspraco el the poilk *drawls.
perform related duties.
er in the order of their scores ment Board room 306, Main
• 111,•61, iiduc.tioh Assoc.N- oir..
Rate of pay for this position for future consideration, with-;Post Office Building, Memphis
creed,
!Tennessee not later than I
Is 82.59 per hour. In addition, out regard to race,
postal employees receive vaca- color, sex, or national origin.;January 15, 1968.
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At Less Than
Sears Blackwall Prices!

I

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis!
LO4
v

Save 307!

Save 407!

24-MO. WEAROUT
GUARANTEE

WEAROITT
• GUARANTEE

6.50x13 Tubeless Madman
REG. 18.95
HI-WAY
SPECIAL

asked Is Memphis by kitemphians

. .. rushed daily to your big
Hogue & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.

6•50x13 Tubeless Madman

588

688

REG. 20.95
GUARDSMAN1

Nue
odd
F
Old T,.

Pl••
F T.•wd
Old Tire

• ALL NYLON.
• FULL 4-PLY

• ALL RAYON
• FULL 4-PLY.

TUBELESS WHITEWALLS

TUBELESS WHITEWALLS

%Or
•••••/oe
Pk*.11,10.ph,.Wad,
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• Old Tier
13.81

Hogue & Knott
Hamburger
or Not Dog

aroder
Tr••• Tido
Old Tim

I. 1 low Sir
&Wald
L'S
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1
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nil.
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25c
BROWN.'N SERVE ROLLS
Big WA,. Sandwich Loaf
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Loaf
Hogue a Knott
— 12 to Package

1k
25c

HOGUE 6,KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARR
3384 N. THOMAS
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4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER
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Society
Merry
Go-round
- ERMA LEE LAWS
"LET ME SEE YOUR hugs, spaghetti and the hottest
- TONGUE" — One of ths slaw ever. It's really somefirst things which a phy- 'thing to watch folks relish
soul food and mind you to
-•• sician says to his patient participate with them.
- -• is, "Let me see your
tongue". A spiritual ad- After the femmes had dined
'sufficently and partook of the
visor might often do the potables from the well-stocked
sante. N. Adams.
' bar, they then turned to bridge
where members Velma Lois
.CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH
Jones, Earline Mobley, and
—
and Mrs. Morris Brown of
Vannie Brown, Mrs. Bertha
CHRISTMAS PARTY
Mrs. Ethel Smith, Mrs. VII.
The
T
Holiday
Inn-Riverbluff
Martha Thomas won an urnBernice
Butler,
Mrs. Brucie NewMembers
of
the
Midtown
here
Cochran,
Mrs.
ma
and
Waverly,
1850
with its commanding view of
certificate, and
som and Mrs. Gertrude
Social Club held their anthey are seen holding gifts.
Rooks and Mrs. Cassie Tal"Ole Man River" was the brella, a gift
Ross. (McChriston Photo)
a rain chapeau. Guests winning
nual Christmas Party this
ley. On back row, from left,
Seated from left on front
Setting of the gala champagne
year at the home of Mr.
are Mrs. Zula Gains, Mrs.
row are Mrs. Rosie Jeffries,
the same prizes were Anita
brunch given by Mrs. Rubye
Mexico; Rita
Yuma, New
H. Gadison for Mrs. Joseph
Sanders, Joe and Linda IsaWestbrook New Years Day.
bel Charles and James Isa.
Rubye, who has a penchant, bel, Marilyn's brothers from
for the fabulous and a flairlCincinnati and Mary Craig.
her I
for the creative, was in pink
, CLUB CIRCUIT — You gotSANDRA PRUIT1'
element and had pots of
ta have soul! And a soulful
azaleas imported from Belmeeting it was when Faye
gium adorning the tables. The,
Lewis feted the VIPs Friday L
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Ford °tonight, Dec. 29.
pots were centered in garland'
night at the home of her sisTucson, Arizona, were holiday Meeting and chatting with The Silver Leaf Charity,
and pine roping ran down the
ter and brother-in-lav,,. Bea
visitors to the Bluff City. the couple over a tasty repast club held a cocktail hour and
center of the U shaped table,
Floyd, and
Suggs, Geneva
Former
Memphians, Mrs. Ford were Mrs. Mary R. Brooks, dinner on Sunday, Dec. 31, , The Hiawatha Art and Social
with candles in frosted conHelen Burns.
was a teacher in the Memphis Mrs. Helen Chamberlin, Mrs. in the home of Mrs. Mary. Club held its holiday party at
tamers doing up and down
Blanche Edwards and yours
;school system and Mr. Ford Mary Perkins, Mrs. Annette Bell of 1483 Barksdale st.
the tables. So you see a color
the Lelia Walker Clubhouse,
truly were gifted with jetted
,principal
of Capleville HighMcFieia. Miss Roth Booker.
scheme of pink, red, and
the
cocktail hour, and members exchanged gifts
After
school,
coin purses.
a
county
school,
before
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
H.
Roland.
Mrs. Sampson vice president of the Hostess
green was cleverly carried out.
Mr.
and
Christmas dinner was served and enjoyed a wonderful fellowthey moved to Arizona.
Mrs. Eldora Amos, Mrs. Lytia
ship with their guests.
Others chalking up scores on Pruitt of Memphis have an- Club during her senior year j
McKinney and Mrs. Grace by the hostess. Each member
champagne
Drinking
pink
of the club exchanged Christthe snow men talley cards nounced the engagement of, and a member of the Quota She is now with the Board of Parker.
Members present were Mrs.
toasts to pert Dot with the were Emma Stoots, Mary Hel- their daughter, Miss Sandra I Club.
mas gifts ann found out how
Education
in
Tucson.
Mr.
Ford
Ernestine
Martin, Mrs. Winnie
fascinating eyes were Mr. and
en Ezelle, Bernice Fowler, Pruitt, to Charles Lee Jackson. 1 Miss Pruitt is a junior at is an educational consultant Also Miss Vera McKinney, his secret pal of the year
Mrs. R. B. Thompson. Mrs.
Mr.
Jackson
is
the
son
of
I
F.
Hill,
Miss
Maggie G. Newcollege
LeMoyne
where
she
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
Walter
Fowler, had been.
Joyce Weddington, and Maude
Jewel Hulbert. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jackson sings with the LeMoyne College for the state of Arizona.
son, Mrs. Willa Brisco, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams,
Members wore red dresses'
Isom Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. GillisPie'
of Memphis. Miss Pruitt is also;choir and is majoring in eleZana Ward, Mrs. W. A. Bisson,
Sorors of Sigma Gamma Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Jack- to give a holiday setting.
Bennie Batts and Mr. and Mrs. THE
BRIDGE the daughter of the late Mrs.' mentary education.
UTOPIAN
son, Mrs. Elizabeth Plaxico,
Mrs. Earl Green, Mrs. Grace
Rho Sorority entertained the
Hannibal Parks.
CLUB held a holiday party Dorothy Ree Pruitt.
Mrs. Willette Bowling a n d
are
club
of
the
Members
Tardy,
Mrs. Mildred CrawMr.
Jackson
is
a
graduate
The
wedding
will
take
place;
couple at an affair held at Mrs. Mable Tillman of East
at the Flame, and
Also dining in sumptuous meeting
Mrs. Gladys Waller, president; ford, Mrs. Thelma Hooks, Mrs.
members present in a holiday on Saturday, Feb. 10, at the,of Mitchell Road High School the Sigma House on Friday St. Louis, Ill.
watching
the'
w h ile
style
and LeMoyne College. where
Mrs. Selena Jones, vice presi- Amanda Smith, ,Mrs. Emma
mood were Carrie Young, Vo- St. John Baptist church.
he majored in mathematics.
various football games were
dent; Mrs. Evelyn Thomas, Johnson and Miss B. C. Lenoir,
Juanita Crump, The bride-elect, who lives at
Watson,
ilette
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Harris,
655 Edity st., was gratuated He is presently attending
secretary; Mrs. Lee Banks,
Booth.IHelen Jones, Mabkeen Lloyd,
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
assistant secretary; Mrs. Hattie Guests attending the party
Mc- from Booker T. Washington Memphis State University and
Partee, Shirley
Clara
I
,High School where she was is working at the Universal
Mr. and Mrs. Goerge Toles
chaplain; Mrs. Chin- were Miss Ora D. Frierson,
Phillips.
Ruth
Gunn,
Maxine
Donald,
'
I
a member of the Glee Club, Life - Insurance Company.
Dr. T. W. Roberts. from New
ester Holifield, treasurer; Mrs. Mrs. Minnie L. Allen, Mrs. J.
Cora Beteet. Alice
McClure.
I
-— —
—- Yprk City where he is in the
reporter; B. Robinson, Mrs. Felica Sartin
Coburn,
Everlina
l'slinor and Joe Ann Melton.
Pathology Department at HarI Mrs. Mary Bell, Sunshine Mrs. Beulah Lewis and Mrs.
were Doris Walker,
Guesting
leen Hospital and teaches at
Mrs. Mary H. P. Butler.
treasurer; and
Ophelia Vanpelt and Yvonne
Cal u m b i a University, Mrs. Moore.
at the club's meeting last Sun- Miss B. C. Lenoir is club
James Barrington Westbrook,
The Busy Bee Federated for the Federation's Scholar- day.
reporter.
Dot and Joe's daughter-in-law I Sharon Lynn Jones gave the
Club was entertained by Mrs. ship and Charity Fund.
Mrs, Etta M. Flowers, Mrs.
and Joe's mother. Mrs. J. B. Co-Ettes
. a good start for the
I Mary L. Robinson of 1379
Also discussed were plans
Priscilla Burke, Mrs. Sarah
Westbrook from the City of the New Year
Johnnie A, Moore has re-Defender, Memphis, Tennes- 'Florida st. at her home on
ear when she enterMiller, Mrs. Elizabeth Reams,
Angels plus Joe of course.
tamed them Sunday at the' cently joined the staff of the see; and Informer Newspaper Thursday evening, Dec. 21. .for the club project and the
members received copies of
and Mrs. Teresea Watson.
,
parents. Mr. and U.S. Civil Service Commission, Group. Houston, Texas.
her
home
of
And then .loe decided that
There was a festive appear,.,
Mrs. James Jones on Castalia as a public information spe- He has also served as man- ance everywhere caused by the I the City Federation Handbook.
The first meeting of the
1
he too should hid Dot adieu Road.
cialist. He transferred to the aging editor and associate genDinner was then served in
year will be held on Sunday,
beautiful decorations and the
Shamrock,
what
that's
the
Commission from the U.S. De- eral manager of the Dallas,
Members of
in grand style and
Jan. 14, and an agenda for
Christmas tree, under which 'the hostess's beautiful dining
Cute Lynn, who is second partment of Labor where he Texas. Star Post.
the I
ended
fub
Socialites
he did Sunday night before she
room
Gifts
gifts
for
members
were
were
placed
exchanged
the year outlined.
alternate to "Miss Co-Ette,"'had served as a field informaof'
case
donating
a
by
In
'year
1951-52. he was director and their guests.
after dinner.
eaplaned Monday m o r n i n g received the
lovelies in a lion officer in the Chicago Re-!of public relations at Lane Coltoilet soap to the Jehl Nursing
for an exciting six months blue hostess gown and was gional Office since 0 c to be r ! lege, Jackso n, Tennessee, The president, Mrs, Blanche Members of the Busy Bee Home
Club are Mrs. Corrine Mcof teaching in Guatemala and, assisted in receiving and enter- :11966.
I where he also instructed Davis, called the club to
looking
Previously, for four years, courses in journalism and com- order for a short business Williams, Mrs. Mary Lee Rob- During the year, the memasked in such folks to a bon laining by her good
Members of the Hamilton
mom. Mary Ethel, Helen (Mrs. he was managing editor of I merce. He later served as session before the entertain- inson, Mrs. Pauline Ashley, bers have made contributions Elementary S c hool faculty
voyage party as Mr. and Mrs.
Bennie) Batts and her little'. monthly publications and han- executive officer of a trade as- ment. Plans were made to Mrs. Elizabeth Watson, Mrs. to the Goodwill Home for Chil- were served a complete turChildren's
John Wesley, Mr. and Mrs. sister Pat in the comfortable' died publicity for the Public
sociation and YMCA branch. support the second annual Valois Perry, Mrs, Luella Park- dren and Crippled
key dinner by Mrs. Annette
Garmer Currie, Samuel Cross- confines of the beautiful home. Personnel Association in ChiFollowing graduation from recital of the City Federation er, Mrs. Linnie Johnson, Mrs. Hospital.
principal,
H. Roberts, the
Linnie
Johnson
and
Mrs.
Icy, Rochester Neely. William
cago.
Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, on Sunday, March 24.
Members of the club are Mrs. during a pre-Christmas affair.
Among the young socialites
Minerva
Doris.
In 1959-60, Mr. Moore served Alabama, in 1950, he was comFitzgerald, Dr. and Mrs. Thepresident;
The diner's have expressed
Pickens,
Dorthy
the latest dances in the as an information specialist missioned an officer in the The recital will feature Alron Northcross, Mrs. MertisIdoing
fred Motlow and Lee Cunning- Guests were Mrs. L. S. Biles, Mrs. Magnolia O'Neal, vice their appreciation to Mrs. Robthoroughly
and
room
with the President's Committee U.S. Air Force where he at- ham, and proceeds will be used and Mrs. Zana Ward.
president; Mrs. Thelma Hall, erts for her thoughtfulness.
Ewell, Mrs. Rubye Gadison,' family
shrimp a-la king, on Government Contracts in tained the rank of first lieuenjoying
Rivers,
Mrs. Frederick A.
salad, fruit drink and ice Washington, D.C. A former tenant and later was a civilian
Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr.,
staff writer and night editor instructor in statistics.
and cake were Georgette
cream
of the Chicago Daily Defender, He is a member of Kappa
Mrs. Lealer Mason with MelRobinson, Faronette Randolph, he has also served on the Alpha Psi fraternity, Public
vit Conley, Mr. and Mrs. LonJohnson, "Miss Co-Ette staffs ,of the Norfolk (Va.) Personnel Association, and the
nie Briscoe, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- Judy
Debbie Northcross, Journal and Guide; Tri-State Tuskegee Alumni Association.
ward Knight, Mr. and Mrs. R. of 1968,"
WI lliamson, Camille Gwen
B. Thompson. Dot's principal
McChriston, Charlotte Bynum,
and his mate. Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Carter, Sharon Lewis.
Herman Sweet; Mr. and Mrs.
Karen Chandler. Marsha Chan&
A., J. Roberts. Mrs. Jarvey
Corner of Court and Main (Downstairs)
the president of the vivaCunningham, wearing her new ler,
Barbara Westwalking length mink, a
Starks, Janet
Pamela
brooks,
Mrs.
from her doting mate;
Mines Barrington Westbrook McFerren, Vera McKinney, Deb"
Mrs. .1. W. Westbrook and NIr. ra Harris, Gail Lee, Wendy'
Soviet and Chinese efforts
Corley, and Melba Sartor.
and Mrs. W. T. McDaniel.
, to influence African nations
Quite a saueal of delight
— The went up when yours truly, At a meeting held recently, is the topic for Cossitt Li"OPEN HOUSE —
members of the Memphis Unity brary's "Lunching with Books" '
Taylors Jeraldine and John on sponsor of the group, presented i
voted to change the 'program this Thursday noon,
League
during
Rozelle held open house
records from our Detroit host i na
tireme
of the .organization to Jan. 11.
holidays at their pretty Floyd Jones who recrds at ' ek
e 'Memphis Unity League
Mrs. Audrey Pretorius, a
nOtv home on Rozelle for their Motown and the Queen Mar- `"- •
Democrat
Coun I."
as
Jean
tha
ghter-in-law,
I former writer for the Comdau
and
son
gifts to the girls.
0. Z. Evers, chairman of mercial Appeal, who lived in
Marilyn and John Jr., who
now claim Cincinnati as their By and by, there was a mix- the Board of Directors of the Africa during 1962-63, will rehome, where be is in the up of coats at the Co-Ette organization said, "this view the book titled "THE
Marketing Department of Proc. Charity Ball in Bruce Hall, action was considered expedi- REDS AND THE BLACKS"
Its author, William Attwood,
tor and Gamble and she's a someone picked up a mouton ent, as the majority of the
. coat and left theirs. If you got members are Democrats and also a journalist, served as
schoolmarm.
the wrong coat, call 275-3972. we feel that it is time for all ambassador to Guinea and KenMarilyn, one of our pretty
wear the Demo- ya under both the Kennedy
And speaking of Co-Ettes, Democrats to
Co-Ettes, and in the daughter
and Johnson administrations.
label.
crat
Co-Ettes
former
our
oC Mr. and Mrs. Clarence one of
Isabel and sister-in-law and Phoebe Weaver was vied during
HUMAN HAIR
Lawrence
holidays to
safer of TSD Editor McCann the
0•••••••••••11111••••111111•11•0111111111••••
Milwaukee.
James Eaton in
and Cora Reid.
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
Wisconsin. She's the daughter •
•
'Among those high school of Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Wee11
chums dropping in to see the ver and he's the son of Mr. 1
Carla ans Mrs. Lawrence Eaton of',•
were
couple
young
November 29 1965
nouns "Queen of the ?dem- Milwaukee. The young couple ▪ Effective
8 A.M.4 P.M.
new
•
a
sporting
phis Sound,"
attend Marquette University
Si
23
or
Sea.
Sal
•
Monday
undergrad
•
fell length mink coat and es- where
she's in
Sot epee II A M tip 6 M
•
E HONOR
who
Simpson
James
graduate
by
thru
celled
school and he's in
* COMEON DOWN*
Soo Open II LAS to 2to rit
•
Califrom
FIRST NATIONAL
WU visiting here
school.
•
Friday
MagArt Gilliam,
fornia;
BANKAMERICARD
nolia and Lawrence Johnson, And Bernice Callaway spent
1095
ION)
(HAIR
III; Sylvester Washburn, Sam- the holidays attending the •
3100 Summer at Baltic
Sigma
UAW/
dile and Benjamin Ward from activities of Phi Beta
euummummummossommosa
,
r-▪
conclave
their
at
Fraternity
Lauderand Clifford Yates on
dale and served them clutter-', in Richmond.

Sigmas Give Reception
For Arizona Visitors

eMoyne Junior Will
Be Married Feb. 10
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WAREHOUSE SALE

Mon Claire

14 North Main Street

•

•
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527-3619

100% Human Hair .
Wiglets

895

"Mini-Falls"
2995

I

Shortie Wigs
no% 7A95
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CAR WASH $

Hand Made Wigs_ 4995
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• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
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May Blow 'Whistle' 0 Congrj
LOS ANGELI 4- Adam!
Clayton P
1W0tded
from Congress
.edllMiStie'
on charges of miscoeduct, now
threateni to "blow the whistle'
on those men who led the
campaign to deny him his
seat.

ashingthn.
the 'Senate last year, 114.
Thomis Dodd, D-Conn., was
censured for allegedly diverting campaign funds to personal

fa

use.

"God bless him," Powell, an
ordained minister, commented
on the Dodd case. "He got
away with it."

Powell said his decision
whether to reveal 'secret' of
former house. associates rests
with a federal grand jury
investigating his actions. If be
is indicted, Powell said Mill
talk.
I

Dressed in green slacks,
Green sports coat and groin
shirt with a cravat, Powell
met newsmen here for the
first time in this country for
many months. He touched on
a myriad of topics.

"If they fool around with me,
I'll olow it loud and long," he
said here after arriving from
self-iniposed exile on Bimini
in the Bahamas.

He said it would be "a atter of individual opinion"
r
Negro athletes to make if they
decided to boycott the 1068
Mexico City Olympics.

Powell declined to name his
targets or identify what skeletons he might rattle in which
closets. He indicated, though,
his memory is excellent.
AT WORK — (Above) Diana
Ross; lead singer of "Diana
Ross and The Sepremes" ,coneentrates on the drank ode
overtones of a scene about

"I'm just a fisherman," he
joshed. One of his principal
activities on Bimini was fishing.

Powell, a member of Congress
for 22 years and a former
to be shot for the TARZAN-TV ten hymn. "The Lord helpsifirst effort in straight
dramati
series while members of the Those Who Help Themselves", roles by the three membeCI chairmank of the powerful House
cast bean approvingly. In this The program will be on NBC- of the most popular femal Education and Labor Committee,
scene, she is joined by Mary TV Friday, January 12, at vocale group in history.
had long been a member of CapiWilson and Cindy Birdsong In 7:30 p.m. EST and marks their
tol Hill's inner circle and one
a rendition of a specially writ-1
of Washington's most influen-

House Of Elite Visits
Children In Hospital
The children at Tobey Hospi- more elated by the care aryl
tal had a merrier Christmas'attention bestowed on them by
because the girls of the House the girls. They were sung to,i
of Elite Social club at Douglass!read to, and generally spoiled
High school took the time to for an entire morning by the
visit their recreation room.
'Elites who thoroughly. enjoyed
every minute of it.
Pat Am br ose, Christine
Payne, J o h netta
Norman, The kindness and unselfishConnie White, Verlinda Wiley, ness demonstrated by the girls
Jackie Walls, G lendolyn was representative of the traits
Grant and Audrey Robinson taught them by' their superwere the Elites who actually visors, Mrs. R. f Brown, Mrs.
went to the hospital, but other E. T. Johnson and Miss Peggy
members sent their contribu- Waller; and was also the type
tions to the children.
of activity true to the tradition
of the House of Elite.
Even though the boys and
girls at Tobey eagerly receiv- Geraldine Wiley is president
ed the colorful Christmas of the House of Elite and
stockings given them by the Janice Crawford, vice presiElites, they were obviously dent and reporter.

POWELL IN LOS ANGELES
Adam Clayton Powell, the deposed Harlem Democrat who
was excluded from the House by his congressional peers,
thumps the table and microphones as he makes a point
during a news conference after his arrival in Los Angeles.
Powell, who is threatened with arrest if caught in New
York, is scheduled to make a speech at UCLA Wednesday
and said he would make a tour of Watts during his stay.
(UPI Telephoto)

, tial congressmen.
The Harlem Democrat began
a speaking tour that will take
him to 14 college campuses in
the west, Florida, New England and the midwest. He expects to be on the go until
Easter.
He planned this afternoon to
tour Watts, the Ntgro district
of Los Angeles where riots in
1965 killed 34 persons. Powell
said he wanted to talk with
his "soul brothers" there.
He refused to divulge what
specifically he would tell college students, limiting his ex! planation to descrintion of "a
second civil war . . .the Black
revolution."

Asked whether he would sup.
port demonstrators at the
iDemocratic National Convention in Chicago this summer, as
some persons have indicated
might occur, Powell said "all
people have a right to demonIstrate."

A

He said "it may be necessary
to recover our revolutionary
• spirit" before Negroes are
I guaranteed equality in America. He said this "may mean
some more people will have
to die" in the process.

:looks' line ...

.. on fashion

Last March 1, congress re-,
jected Powell. A special house
committee investigated his afBy THERESA FAMBRO HOOKS
MRS. DOROTHY
WEST. left, as part of the MemphisHJ.W. Westbrook, secondary sup. fairs
and charged him with I
BROOK — THE FIRST Negro to Board of Education's continu-,ervisor. She attended LeMoyne
Woman's Editor
be selected to teach in the big exchange project between College and was graduated from misconduct in office and misuse of public funds.
American School in Guate- the two system. Several Guata- A. & I. State University Mrs.
MEN•S FASHION FORECAST . . . Lighter, brighter colors
mala, left Memphis Jan. 8, mala teachers have studied at Westbrook is shown at a The next month his district
with Lucille Ellis, a teacher Memphis State and Toured champagne brunch given by re-elected him by a 7-1 margin. are the big news in men's tailored clothing for spring-sumnler
at Hollywood, Mrs. Francis Memphis Schools Mrs. West- Mrs. Rubye N. Gadison at the Powell could walk into the
according to a fashion forecast issued by the Clothing
Brayant, Tech
High; and brook, a social studies teacher Holiday Inn Riverbluff. (Photo House chamber Jan. 15. when,
Manufacturers
Association of the USA. The forecast was pee
the second session of the 90th
Helen' Margaret Wood, Good.:at Carver High, is the wife of By Continental)
Congress convenes, and claim pared by the industry's style committee, consisting of a reprghis seat. He did not say if he
sentative group of manufacturers located in all areas of the
would.
There is a warn-int for his country'
arrest in New York State. It
Colors which will be seen shortly in stores across the
was issued by a judge who
are the lightest and brightest in years. They range fromcharged him with contempt of nation
,
sliver
grays,
powder blues, seafoam greens and tans in suits..•
court for avoiding payment of
,to citrus shades in sportswear and white and off-white in formal
a civil libel judgment.
Powell attacked the order,wear. Pastels play a new role in all three. In topcoats, the big
as "obscene, illegal." Yet industry-wide push is behind a single new shade, honey (a palehe has tactfully stayed out of amber).
New York rather than risk
arrest. The warrant is not
Color is important, both in solids and patterns. Many plaids
valid in other states—or in . and checks are formed by a combination of several colors. The
' major trend in silhouette is the growing influence of shape Or
body tracing on all models, and the gradually increasing ithportance of double-breasteds.
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Household Tip

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
— Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Thomas are seen here cutting the cake during the
celebration of their Golden
Wedding Anniversary on
Christmas Day in the home
of their daughter and son.
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. WitHam Carter of 1969 Wynton.
Also present were their
two sons and daughters-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Ervin

Thomas and Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvester Thomas and a
host of grandchildren and
great • grandchildren.
Among the guests were
Rev. and Mrs. William
Camper, Rev. and Mrs.
Robert M. Downe, Mrs.
Geneva Thurman, and special guest Mrs. Mary 0.
Porter of Broathille, Ill.
(Henry Ford Photo)

Individual salads served in
measured amounts help calorie
counters keep a accurate check
on calorie intake. USDA home
economists suggest, for variety
serve salads in individual
plates, bowls or in mounds on
'lettuce leaves.
READY TO WORK — Pic- Age Program Chairman; Mrs. rector, March of Dimes; Mrs. Measure the
quantity for
tured above are members of Kemmons Wilson, Adult Ad- I Eugene
Mother's each serving in a standard
Goodwin,
the Shelby County Chapter of visor to the Teen Age Pro- March Chairman; Mr. John_ measuring cup and use a spatuthe National Foundation of the gram; Mr. Gerald D. Murley, H. Pearson. Field Director. la to release the salad in a
March of Dimes. They were Chairman of the Board of the National Found ation and mounded shape. For gelatin
entertained at a Luncheon Memphis-Shelby county Chap- Charles E v e rett Williams, salads measure portions into
Saturday, December 9th. They ter, The National Foundation; TAP Special Events Chairman individual molds. Non calorieare from left to right: Mary 1 Commissioner James W. for all Memphis and Shelby , counters may take a double
Alice Hamsher, General Teen, Moore, 1968 Campaign Di. County Schools.

'Invest InSlums'lifeinsuranceliold
NEW YORK — The life iof your industry's commitment.,the pace for the rest of:employment has grown to
Insurance business must move II know that man,. insurance'American business."
'about 2/
1
2 times the white
quickly to fulfill its promise 'executives secretly want to He said the industry should rate . . . Go into every city
of investing $1 billion in hear that the problems ofl"train, hire, and advance and eyery ghetto in this
America's slums, if it is to the ghetto are too over- to all levels of it operations, country, and you will find,
gain the confidence of the whelming for private efforts Negro workers . . .The time evidence that the gap is
people it is trying to help, to make much of a difference. has come to aggressively seek widening, and Negroes are
Whitney M. Young, Jr. told "To the corporate executive, out Negrbes for jobs in your worse off than they were."
a meeting of leading life in- the temptation is great to industry.
These conditions led to last
surance executives.
'I make machines,'
say"
Young, executive director or 'I sell insurance,' and He also called upon the in- summer's riots, Young said
of the National Urban League, disclaim responsibility for the dustry to fight for social leg- but he also stressed some'
said, "For millions of people social problems of our time. islation, help educate people positive elements which grew
In our urban ghettos, belief "I would suggest to you about racism and the need ,out of last summer's turmoil.'
I
in your commitment must that unless these problems for urban progress, and to
e eme Cans,•
1WOt.,
wait until the buildings are ,are solved, business will not use their immense resources
harmony..a
"for
the
,first
time
up and the evidence is there." be in a position to make to "promote racial
/are now aware of the prob
encourage
investment
to
in
annual machines, sell insurance,
at the
Speaking
Integrated areas and in the lems faced by Negroes, and
more important, realize that
meeting of the Institute of do anything else profitably Slums."
;these are problems which
Life Insurance in the Waldorf- while our major elites suffer
Merle here, Young said, from economic and social Young suggested that the in-,thrests4 the future of our
"They have been lied to, ex. depreuion which is bdsed on dustry withhold funds fromi nation."
"Those lily-white communities
plotted,— a t u died, anal3rzed, racial factors."
Young,odd. that Negroes are
lectured, threatened and in- Young said that the industry. where Negroes are not allowed
no
longer ignored, and pointed
convince
Nehave
to
would
to
live
and
to
those
businesses
vestigated until all the pro.
mhos and reports are coming groes living in big city ghettos whine discriminatory practices out that the resulting conthat investment funds would mark them as . killers of the frontation, despite being painout of their ears."
"The spoltlight is on your be used to improve their neigh- American dream."
ful and sometimes ugly, is
Industry to fulfill its pro. borhoods.
Young
said
that
the
gap
positive because it is honest.
muss and the nature of the Young said he felt the life
between the races in economic "It is all out in the open. .
situation is such that only Insurance industry's "com- and
social conditions is widen- now an honest dialogue can
MR*, visible, tangible re- mitment to invest a billion
begin. Stripped isf hyprocrisy,
sults can, silty the doubt and dollars in'the ghetto Ii cioe of ing.
eruleism which surround you," historic importance, but I "In 1955 the average Negro we can now lay the groundhope you will see it as a family made $2,000 less than work for a reconciliation and
be salt
and not as an the average White family. To. a rebuilding of our common
B.cautioned "against listenYour industry can set day $3,300 separate them. Vu- society."
isii4ng
ing too closely to the criticsl

The shaped modelg winning broadest acceptance are the.
more modified versions adapted by American manufacturers to
the tastes and requirements of the American customer.
'4
While the two-botton single-breasted is expected to remain
:
,
the top seller in fashion and classic models, the three-button
single-breasted, the overwhelming favorite in traditional (natur-aI s
Ider) stylings, the four-button double-breasted is making
shoulder)
slow, but sure, acceptance in all three types of clothing.
Sport coats and slocks coordinates take on added signifi,.
cance, sometimes including a vest to match the color and pat-.
tern of the slack.
All in all. spring-summer '68 shapes up as a bright and Olt
citing season for customers seeking fresh fashion ideas in tail
-'serving.
ored clothing.

SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME. . . The "shape" is back.
.! Clothes have it . . . hairdos have it. The swing is to costumes ,
' that reveal—rather than conceal—a girlish curve or two . .
and the hairdos are cut and styled to show off as shapely a•
head as ever nodded on swanlike neck, so say Clairol beauty
experts.

SOME ARE LIKE THAT

IF MOT NON
TO

HELL
WITH IT

The hair fashion forecasters for '68 also herald the return'
of the part. Missing from the beauty scene for much too long
a time, partings are back in many guises .. . all of them a fax;
far cry from the uncompromising slash of yesteryear.
Today's parts are, as hairstylist Gene Shavove puts it,
"seen and not seen." They are unobtrusive. The line is there..
I but the hair will probably be brushed lightly over it. There arc.
misted parts, partial parts and diagonal parts. Even now-yott-see-it, now-you-don't parts.
Sneaking back in the way it is, the style with a part br1ng3
an attendant heard. Hair color must be perfect, or parting caw
literally be "such sweet sorrow." No more camouflaging thoec
dark roots by brushing up and over!
The new hairdos will feature tops that are smooth, with
sides that curl. The feeling will be reminiscent of the 30's, but,
the effect will be modern American today. Long hair, too, will
have that 30's feeling, with the classic pull-backs.
PO• I
For evening, Hugh Harrison, who coif some of the most
beautiful heads in the country, advocates styles that are mon
classic . . . more Grecian. Braids will be back on the evening
scene, but the treatment will be different. Hairpieces will be
redressed into braids . . . and pin-ons will be "the big thing." f.'.

4

S*4 4

Now there's a picket whose patience stems to be
wearing kinda thin.

9

With all the delectable doings in the new hairstyles, ttli'
I big news is still the return of the shape of the head. With mew
I attention, then, on the condition of the heir itself, both illtbetwo
! and Harrison stress the importance of clean, thirdng, &Soy
hair. It has to be brushed and cleaned
. and regtilerty.
&Honed.

W.P
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Sports Horizon
second Super Bowl. Last year runner ups Playoff Bowl in
it was the efforts of Willie Miami. Perkins, the first Ne- NEW YORK - (UPI) - games played through Jan. 6, St. Bona venture, unbeaten in
m ighty UCLA North Carolina, Kentucky, and 11 outings, more than quad.
Davis, Henry Jordan, Dave gro star to be used as a part High a n d
The Green Bay Packers,
unanimous college Tennessee each moved up a rupled its point total from 19 LeMoyne's Magicians begin in Memphis for the Jan. 20
stride of the National Football Robinson and Ray Nitsche of the team to do the color regained
when notch, all three leapfrogging to 63 after whipping Kent a long road trip this week, return engagement with ChrisLeague, will carry that cir- which enabled Green Bay to analysis of the grid broad- basketball supremacy
defeat the Kansas City Chiefs. casts, blended in well with
past Vanderbilt, which dropped State and Niagara in their
tian Brothers College at CBC.
the nation's coaches gave the
cuit's reputation into battle The Packers' secondary conto sixth after falling before two games of the Week, enabl- opening Thursday night against Two shore games are elated
veteran mike men Frank GifSunday when they meet the sist of three of pro ball's top
ing the Bonnies to shoot up Tougaloo at Tougaloo, Miss. for Bruce Hall this month with
ford and Pat Summeral. Gif- unbeaten Brhins every first Kentucky 94-78.
Oakland Raiders in the Super pass defenders in Bob Jeter, ford and Summeral were NFL place vote for the fifth time Utah dropped from a t* from 17th place.
They'll be in New Orleans the Magicians taking on AlaBowl Sunday afternoon in Herb Adderly and Willie Wood. standouts with the New York this season to again easily out- for sixth to seventh, followed
Clark
Miami. Of course the Packers Still, this important grid bat- Giants before hanging up their distance Houston in the sixth by New Mexico and St. Bona. Davidson, in an up and this Friday night for a battle bama A&M, Jan. 28, and
29.
Jan.
on
1967-68.
week,
was
for
with
Dillard.
ratings
beaten
weekly
by
tle
last
could
narrow down to the cleats for microphones.
venture, the top 10's two new
of Vince Lombardi are the
entries who soared from deep week's 12th ranked team, Duke, The LeMoynites move over Leading scorer for LeMoyne
favorites, but Oakland, a team accuracy of two veteran place
inWooden's
John
Coach
that came out of nowhere to kickers. George Blanda, let Perkins, a graduate of the vincible forces, who are 10-0 in the second 10 a week ago but came back to clip St.
at the beginning of 194 *as
ranked to Alabama during the week- Capt. Bill Meggett, ,he 5-11
win the American Football out to pasture by the NFL University of New Mexico, had this season and are currently to the eighth and ninth spots John's, p r e viously
No.
1
.1.
The
Wildcats
up
for
a
Monday
once
considered
end
and
set
accepting
a
notched
respectively. Davidson remain- 58
He
League Championship, think it but who caught on and bepoints, 12 more than Colum- night tussle with Alabama guard from New York.
position in the New Mexico riding a 44-game win string
came one of the
averaging 2.1. points per
was
has the speed and youth to 'heroes in the young legendary state government. Should Don which is the second longest in
bia.
A&M at Normal.
AFL, was
game and had a total of 153
down the veteran Green Bay the leading scorer in the league decide to go into politics, he the history of the collegiate In the second 10 this week
the
top
The Magicians will be in in seven contests.
are: Columbia, which dropped TEAM
eleven and show that the AFL with 116 points.
has proved to millions that he game, were named to
Knoxville next Tuesday evehas the ability to appeal to spot on every ballot cast by two places despite a pair of
has arrived.
Jackie Robinson, the sophoThe ageless Blanda booted his constituents.
United Press International's easy Ivy League victories: 1.
ning for a match with Knox...(35) (10.8)
forward from Hamilton
more
UCLA
359 ville College, and at Clark in
Many experts feel the Raid- four field goals in the title
35-member board of coaches to Louisville; Kansas, Wyoming,
free
311 Atlanta on Thursday night of High, was leading in
ers, with Daryle Lamonica game against Houston. Don Cleveland ended its season roll up a perfect 350 points. St. John's, Princeton, Boston 2. Houston (154)
43, and
of
out
with
34
throws
3.
North
just
like
it
started,
on
a
Carolina
dismal
Chandler,
(9-1)
A
week
ago
the
Uclans
receiv255
who does the kickCollege and Western Kentucky
next week.
reaching maturity this season,
Willie Taylor, 6-8 center from
ing for the Packers, is one of finish. The Browns had a very ed 34 first place votes and tied for 17th); and Oklah
241
(otim
ed
a 4. Kentucky (8-1)
can match offensive guns with the top
5.
Tennessee (74)
Coach Jerry Johnson's Le- Byhalia, Miss., was out front
115
clutch kickers in the poor exhibition season only to 348 points when upstart Okla- City and Texas-El Paso
Bart Starr and company. La- game. This year Chandler catch a fire about midway the homa City landed the other for 19th).
be back with 100 rebounds.
6. Vanderbilt (10-2)
112 Moyne charges will
monicw-was voted the . AFL's earned over $25,000 to attempt season to win fly divison vote.
7. Utah (11-1)
97
UCLA, unanimously No. 1 8.
Most Valuable Player. The ex- 68 place kicks. That is a little ciown. However, since clinchNew Mexico (13-0)
Houston, rolling along with in pre-season balloting, opened
76
ing
that
title
against
St.
Louis,
Notre Dame All-American op- over $367 for each boot, not
a 15-0 mark, retained secondlits pacific eight campaign by 9. St. Bonaventure (11-0) 63
Cleveland
dropped
the
last
erated this season like a man bad when you consider that
place for the sixth week in a,crushing Washington and Wash- 10. Davidson (9-3)
58
with a mission as he teamed the kicker is seldom involved game of the regular schedule row by receiving all bt.t twoiington State, and Houston was
to
Philadelphia,
the
Eastern
with
r u nning stars Clem in physical contact. Chandler Division
Playoff to Dallas and second place votes. The Cou- just as convincing in thumping Second. 10: 11. Columbia 46;
Daniels and Hewitt Dixon to had a perfect 39 for 39 record in
the Playoff Bowl was gars thereby cut the Uclans Michigan by 26 points and 12. Louisville 35; 13. Kansa;
rim roughshod over AFL op- after touchdown kicks, hitting
lead from 43 to 39 points. Centenary by 30 as the two 25; 14. Wyoming 17; 15. Si
pqaents, losing only to the New true on 19 of 29 field goal swamped 30-6 by the Los,
giants fnoved toward their John's 11; 16.
Angeles Rams.
Princeton 10
York Jets. Daniels was injur- tries.
But after the top two, losses head-to-head clash at the As17. Boston College and Westen
Now the Browns will have by Vanderbilt, ranked third trodome on
ed the latter part of the season
Jan.
20.
SMQOTH TV CREW
to decide whether their great last week, and Oklahoma City,
and will be missing from the
Kentucky 9; 19. (Tie) Oklaho
The articulate Don Perkins all-pro Leroy Kelley is expend- No. 8 a week ago, set off a North Carolina (9-1;
Oakland line-up Sunday.
received ma City and Texas-El Paso. 8. The fact that the Boston from their longest road trip of
was notably outstanding as the able. Kelley, who led the NFL chain reaction that altered the a majority of the third place
the season, noted that "Their
'Both teams have fine defen- Dallas Cowboys running back ball carriers with over 1,200
votes and a healthy smattering Others receiving • five oi Celtics trail Philadelphia by attitude is fine, their spirit in
spots.
next
seven
sive units which could make made his television broadcast- yards rushing, was playing
of fourth place votes to move more points in order of their three games going into the good and their morale is good.
a terrific struggle out of the ing debut last Sunday in the out his option this season.
In the balloting based on into third place after whipping totals: Duke,
Indiana; Lasalle, midway mark of the National They didn't panic like the reWake Forest and Duke, the Ohio State and Tulsa.
Basketball Association season porters did when they lost a
Tar Heels
major Atlantic
bother Boston general couple of games."
doesn't
Coast Conference rival.
SUPER BOWL

Auerbach Lauds
Trailing Celts

manager

Kentucky (8-1), made its only
rame of the week a big one by
downing Vandy and receiving
241 points for its effort - 96
more than a week ago. Tennessee (7-1) broke its tie for sixth
with Utah by moving into fifth
with 115 points, 48 mi:ire than
the Vols had last week.

BIG STAR
Where You're
Always
AMMO

Friends

QUALITY STAMPS

Swimming Crew
Has
After

Red

Auerbach

The veteran club
coach said
retired
Three Dates
very well satisfied
they've done in the
a
busy weekend in 11 games.

official and
that "I'm
with what
last ten or

hIhzo A4

1868

elegance, in action
As any other car on the market ...
We appreciate your Business at

MADISON CADILLAC
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SAYINGS
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Sandwich
Bread, 1%-lb.
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341 UNION AVE.
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327-8451
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Ths Boston front office boss
cited rookie Mel Graham of
1 NYU for doing an outstanding
job in recent games as emergency replacement for the injured Larry Siegfried.

DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

AND OWNER LOYALTY

h o n ors'

court

The finalists
are: Charles
Bednarik, Pennsylvania
center;
the late Eddie
Casey, Harvard
back; George Cafego,
Tennessee
back;
Henry
Ketcham,
Yale center-guard;
Glenn Killnger, Penn State
back; Elroy
Hirsch, Wisconsin and
Michigan back; and Bill
Kelly, Montana back.

HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLF

MADISON CADILLAC
OVER 50 CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY

Also: Bobby Layne,
Texas
quarterback; Don
Mfiler,
Notre Dame back; John
Pingel,
Michigan State back; Jim
Owens,

Oklahoma
end;
Claude
Simons, Tulane back;
Al Wister
Michigan tackle; Adam
Walsh,
Notre Dame center;
Harry Wilson, Penn State and
Army
back, and Buddy Young,
Illinois back.
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Eight former players from
the group will be selected for
induction into the Hall of Fame
at ceremonies to be held at
the Ilth annual awards dinner
in New York City next Dec.
3.
The 16 former collegiate
stars, all of whom played
after:
1910, were approved
by the,
foundation's
committee
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He said that Graham, who
has twice hit for 16 points
in
recent road games, had done,
exactly
what
he
was
told
which
was to stay in
top
physical condition though playing only a minute or two
per
game
before
Siegfried was
hurt.

NEW YORK - (UPI) The National Football Foundation Hall of Fame announced
16 finalists for consideration

gall

w91D pnimmiw a

And the officials are getting
more support from the league
office so they're working better.
But the tendency of this club
to win on the road and get
careless at home and get
knocked off is what bothers
me. I don't know why it is.

for 1968 induction into the
honors group.

.8 CT. Pkg.
HAMBURGER BUNS

Het DIE Buns 8's 250
NAMBURGER BUNS 12's 27C
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"Graham
got his chance
to play a lot quicker
than
K. C. Jones or Sam Jones
did
but I think he's been doing
quite well," Auerbach
said.

21c
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Celtics play five of their next
six games at Boston Garden,
warned the players that the
so-called home court advantage
is lower this season than it
ever has.

Auerbach singled out San
Francisco as the best bet to
win in the Western Division
though he warned that a healthy St. Louis club could take
it in what he expects to be a
tight race.

It's as easy to own a raehlke

Look For Them
at GIG STAR

noting

iiIiM

The volatile former red
"Anytime you win seven out head, who had more tangles
of 12, most of them on the with NBA officials than any
Three points back came the night with the Johnson C. Smith road, you're all right. We're other coaching pro basketball
Commodores (10-2), who had University squad from Char- still only one game behind history, noted that for the most
been comfortably lodged in lotte, N.C. The contest begins Philadelphia in the lost col- part, "More teams have been
third place for five straight at 7 and will be conducted in umn," Auerbach pointed out. winning on the road than ever
before,"
weeks before their loss to Ken- the Bruce Hall pool.
1111 said that the Celtics, who
tucky. V a nderbilt received
"I attribute this to several
open a home stand tonight
less than half their 24,4-vote Two swimming meets next while Philadelphia shortly em- things," Auerbach said, "but
total of last week.
week in Bruce Hall will match barks on a four-game road
mostly the arenas and the offiLeMoyne against Morehouse of trip could have a major bearNew Mexico (13-0) moved Atlanta, Monday, Jan. 15, and
cials. It's not like the old days
ing on the outcome of the
up from a tie for 15th a week Tennessee A&I., Friday,
when you had those dens of
Jan. Easton Division race.
ago by garnering 76 points 19.
inequity
in
Syracuse, Ft.
after downing arch-rival New
Auerbach, who said he had
Mexico State 71-64 Saturday The swimming exhibitions talked with several of the Wayne, M i n neapolis, even
Philadelphia . . . those places
night,
are free to the public.
players after they returned where you had people sitting
right in your lap.

To see

FRESH
DAILY
AT
BIG STAR

Auerbach,

>6618

Black
Mika

Alabama,
LeMoyne's
swimming crew is back home for
an engagement this
Friday
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as Agree - Magicians Will Play
Lus No. 1 5 Games On Road

6,• St. Bona venture, unbeaten in
to.grajw
• and 11 outings, more than quadIOC
CIAir
1L1 p
a rupled its point total from 19 LeMoyne's Magicians begin in Memphis for the Jan. 20
ocnoo----r
- ocn jg ging to 63 after whipping Kent
gg.anairlai
engagement with ChrisIt3ona:gclicsor-miSE=311Lx-copped State and Niagara in their a long road trip this week, return
College at CBC.
Brothers
tian
opening
Thursday
night against
ardr
cal
before two games of the week, enablTwo rdore games are slated
ing the Bonnies to shoot up Tougaloo at Tougaloo, Miss.
for Bruce Hall this month with
aa
tie from 17th place.
the Magicians taking on AlaThey'll
New
be
Orleans
in
Ne.r4=1.1[J1
lic,wed
Davidson,
in
an up and this Friday night for a battle bama A&M, Jan. 28, and Clark
- aituiCloilEK
on Jan. 29.
san.or
4C3irSilimmENVIIIC. new down week, was beaten by last with Dillard.
JIX
week's
12th
ranked
team,
Duke,
.deepdeep
Leading scorer for LeMoyne
azioat
lbc ago but came back to clip St. The LeMoynites move over at the beginning of 194 Was
John's,
p r e viously
ranked to Alabama during the week(CPCI
spots
No. 11. The Wildcats notched end and set up for a Monday Capt. Bill Meggett, .he 5-11
-AIM is JFIVX
M a in58 points, 12 more than Colum- night tussle with Alabama guard from New York. He
was averaging 21 points per
bia.
AteM at Normal.
game and had a total of 153
molf
week
ocso--ix
The Magicians will be in in seven contests.
rocs pped TEAM
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241
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(tied 5. Tennessee (7-1)
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attitude is fine, their spirit isgames going into the good and their morale is good.
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manager Red Auerbach one Auerbach, noting that the
......_-=--- -__.s conly
1 NEInirornio
bit.
Celtics play five of their next
, ...ar=:a -docw.rage by
-.E4c1I
six games at Boston Garden,
official
and
club
veteran
The
eiving
warned the players that the
retired coach said that "I'm so-called home court advantage
96
fied
with what is lower this season than it
very well satis
!.111M9 - ...- MIOSthey've done in the last ten or ever has.
1 or1J-afr...k.
sixth
After a busy weekend in 11 games.
on=wwwi=e.
fifth
sellitarit
The
volatile former red
than Alabama. Le Moyne's swim- "Anytime you win seven out head,
azx gaff:KANwho had more tangles
ming crew is back home for
of 12, most of them on the with NBA officials than any
an engagement this Friday
the night with the Johnson C. Smith road, you're all right. We're other coaching pro basketball
.oe
wir3_11
still only one game behind history, noted that for the most
had University
lEme 1EL CIL
squad from Charin lotte, N.C. The contest begins Philadelphia in the lost col- part, "More teams have been
zIkmr-sight at 7 and will be conducted in umn," Auerbach pointed out. winning on the road than ever
.sammano.
en- the Bruce Hall pool.
He said that the Celtics, who before."
open a home stand tonight "I attribute this to several
Two swimming meets next while Philadelphia shortly
43o
--411 -'vote
em- things," Auerbach said, "but
week in Bruce Hall will match barks on a four-game road
mostly the arenas and the offiLeMoyne against Morehouse of
1=0.n0 Nt ocno
ved Atlanta, Monday, Jan. 15, and trip could have a major bear- cials. It's not like the old days
week Tennessee A&I., Friday, Jan. ing on the outcome of the when you had those
mot woow
dens of
Eastern Division race.
-m=socoints 19.
.s.../.ca A 4c=noocgrinequity in
Syracuse, Ft.
/slew
Noo.r .-110°M
Auerbach, who said he had Wayne, M i n neapolis, even
sizto-z ar_nr
The swimming exhibitions talked with several of the
Philadelphia . . those places
are free to the public.
players after they returned where you had people sitting'
right in your lap.

Auerbach Lauds
Trailing Celts

Swimming Crew
Has Three Dates
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Black Teens To Be More
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Standard of theWorld

Ths Boston front office boss
cited rookie Mel Graham of
NYIJ for doing an outstanding
job in recent games as emergency replacement for the injured Larry Siegfried.
He said that Graham, who
has twice hit for 16 points in
recent road games, had done'
exactly what he was told
which was to stay in top
physical condition though playing only a minute or two per
game before Siegfried was
hurt.

COUPE DE VILLE

4=10

ORING PLEASURE

DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

OWNER LOYALTY

NEW YORK - (UPI) The National Football Foundation Hall of Fame announced
16 finalists for consideration
for 1968 induction into the honors group.
Eight former players from
the group will be selected for
induction into the Hall of Fame
at ceremonies to be held
at
the llth annual awards
dinner
in New York City next
Dec. 3.
The 16 former collegiate
stars, all of whom played after
1910, were approved by the
foundation's h o n ors'
court
committee.
The finalists are:
Charles
Bednarik, Pennsylvania center;
the late Eddie Casey,
back; George Cafego, Harvard
Tennessee back; Henry
Ketcham,
Yale center-guard; Glenn
inger, Penn State back; KillHirsch, Wisconsin and Elroy
Michigan back; and Bill
Kelly, Montana back.

HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE

4111111=111
,11SON CADILLAC
so Aft.

-0111C ARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE PROM
7 MONTH WARRANTY

Also: Bobby Layne,
Texas
quarterback; Don
Mi ller,
Notre Dame back; John
Pingel,
Michigan State back; Jim
Owens, Oklahoma end;
Simons, Thiene back; Al Claude
Winter
Michigan tackle; Adam
Walsh,
Notre Dame center;
Harry Wilson, Penn State and
Army
back, and Buddy Young, Illinois back

Joseph L Hudson, chairman
of NDC, said later he regretted
the break between the federation and his panel.

Litwhiler Heads
US Baseball Team

Litwhiler's selection was announced by W. P. "Dutch"
Fehring, chairman of the U.S.
Baseball Federation
Frank Sancet of the University of Arizona and Elmer'
Kosub of St. Mary's College
in Texas were named assistant
coaches.
Fehring said the exhibition
tournament will be played in
late summer or early fall.
He also announced an American baseball squad will travel
to South America for a series
of games in Ecuador, Venezuela and Colombia.

gottu ALEX MORRISON

FIVE GENERATIONS Seated center is Rev. N. L.
Threats s u rrounded
members of his family,
which embraces five generations. Seated right is the
eldest member of the family Mrs. Rushia Whitson;

MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD S1ORES
EAST 5014 POPLAR At Mendennarn
MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON
K RAFT

MIRACLE
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CHICKEN NOODLE OR MUSHROOM

ZESTEE

CAKE MIX

PRESERVES

WHITE, YELLOW LEMON OR
DEVIL'S FOOD

STRAWBERRY ONLY

3

Boxes
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

KNIFE AND FOLK

CUT YAMS
!hew Vase, VOA

war, e.fcrys
dab anutrol through propedy
ergaaized windup.
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lowestapriced "youngmobiles"
from Oldsmobile!
OLDS Fail5
F-15 Club Coupe

45'
39'
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,

*els
a whirl
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Quart

407.

is Mrs. Threats, wife of
seated left Is Mrs Whitson's
Rev. Threats. Cedric Coledaughter and Rev. Threats'
man seated on floor, is the
mother Mrs. Mattie E.
son of Mrs. Coleman, the
Hurt. Standing left is Mrs.
Clay tine A. Coleman daughTin mats, the great grandson
Mrs.
great-grandson o f
ter of Rev. Threats and
granddaughter
of
Aushia Whitson. (Photo by
great
Mrs. Whitson, also standing j Whithers)

give Olds
oun9

HEINZ

SAUSAGE
18/20z.

"Graham got his chance
to play a lot quicker than
K. C. Jones or Sam Jones
did
but I think he's been
doing
quite well," Auerbach said.

Buddy Young
NFL, Finalist

He said it represented $
"racist paternalistic attitude."

NEW YORK - (UPI) The first study of tomorrows I It said the last such
Don
Kojis, a forward with the
mostly
with
only
a
mo- ing committee; and Stokely
study Itions•
Negro teen-ager revealed that was made in 1940 by the; The
San Diego Rockets, and Guard •
teen-agers
expressed Carmichael.
"We are sure this decisio•
Angeles
he will be far more aggressive, American council on educe- ther.
The report said that at pre- Archie Clark of the Los
Tuesday
to
Lakers
added
were
and militant in his demands tion. The SRC report, "Black The study said such dis- se
prompted by a misunder:
is
sent, the students "are not
for equality than the current Youth in A Southern Metro- satisfaction "bodes ill for the strong
for the National
standing of conditions associaf?
believers in
Black the West team sociation
All-i
Black power advocates of to- jiolis," made these conclusions: future," and said these same Power, nor do they think the Basketball A s
ed with the grant," Hudson, V'
conditions appeared to be basic situation would be improved Star Game Jan. 23 at Newl
day.
magnate,
‘
department
store
- About half the Teen-agers causes of most urban riots or
Square Garden.
if Negroes were more separat- York's Madison
said.
The study made by the o pposed Negroes' fighting in violence in recent years.
- ed for whites."
It is the first All-Star appear- DETROIT - The failure'NDC to map the city's riot
Southern Regional Council re- Vietnam.
The SRC said 73 per cent of
McKissick, and earlier the,
ported that only a slight ma- - About 4,5 per cent do not the students found Atlanta's However, it found that 21 ance for either man. Kojis, to reach agreement by the I recover)
Albert Cleage Jr., chair-,
Rev.
who
played
collegiate
his
per
cent
advocated
carrying
jority of the current group of feel whites can usually be race relations poor to fair and
the self determinationof
man
industrialists
leading
and
la'Basketball
at Marquette, is
high school age youngsters feel trusted.
Detroit is the automotive capi- group, singled out Reuther ag
that this "contradicts widely guns while protesting and 22
leaders
black
bor
with
miliper cent felt civil rights demon- the second leading scorer for
nonviolence is the best ap- - Only 51 per cent of
tal of the world, he pointed
the held assumptions about the
Rockets, tants over the rebuilding of out, and sets major industrial part of the reason for failure.
proach to civil rights advances. teen-agers agreed with the city's good race relations and strations accomplished nothing. the expansion-born
Reuther has attemptAlthough by a narrow mar- statement, "nonviolence is al- the view of Atlanta as 'a city About 53 per cent of the hitting 729 points for a 19.2 riot-scarred Detroit "may very and labor patterns for the na- "Walter
to the black corn':
dictate
to
ed
Ameriaverage
and has pulled in well have doomed other
teen-agers said, they agreed
gin the current feeling among ways the best approach for too busy to hate'."
tion
since the UAW'
ever
munity
414
rebounds.
power
advoClark,
cities,"
a
can
black
graduate
with
for
the statement "if things
teens is
nonviolence, "it Negroes to use."
-.analyzing the Negro teenthe Rev.
power."
In
,
to
came
of
Minnesota
has
McKissick
averaged
has
20.1
B.
Floyd
cate
"This
makes it more impordon't get better in Atlanta,
seems unlikely," the Council
agers' personal goals in life,' there
points a games this season, predicted.
tant than New York. Chicago, Cleage said.
will
said, that next generation of The SRC report recommendbe
riots."
the study found that 21 per
San Francisco or Denver. And
Negro teen-agers will favor ed a "national undertaking" cent believe it is important to "Similar c o nclusions are hitting 816 points.
The National Chairman of therefore if it
fails, the rest
moderate means to gain equali- to study the nation's Negro
reached
in
a
number
of
other
Previously
named to the the Congress of Racial Equality
be white to succeed in life.
youth.
country doesn't have a
ty.
However, the vast majority American cities," the report West squad were forwards (CORE) was in town to demon- of the
said.
Elgin Baylor of the Lakers, strate solidarity with local chance," the CORE leader
Dissatisfaction and a feel. Teachers and counselors at of the students rated personal'said.
friendliness
as
When asked which of the Bob Boozer of the Chicago black militant leaders who
ing of "confusion and transi- the Atlanta Negro high schools tY• ability and
Bulls,
Bill
Bridges
qualities
of
important
most
the
the
major
blue
the
civil
from
distributed
rights
an
week
last
split
or
11-page
will
tomorrow's
McKissick said the whole
move
Black
question"
Power groups they support, St. Louis Hawks and Rudy ribbon New Detroit Commit- nation was looking to Detroit
Negro teen-ager to more force- tionnaire. Student responses for success.
,LaRusso of the San Francisco tee (NDC) and rejected
a for an "indication of hov.
ful means of obtaining goals, were analyzed by sociologists "These data suggest that 75 per cent approved of the
from
Emory
U niversity, there is nothing lacking in the National Association for the Narriors centers Nate Thur-'$100,000 NDC grant.
the council predicted.
_white people think."
Atlanta University, city school intentions and aspriations of Advancement of Colored Peo- mond of San Francisco and,
The research project was officials
Zelmo
Beaty
of
St.
Louis;
and
said.
youth,"
study
"Negro
the
Amenple
seat
of
the
"Detroit
is
He said the strings the New
(NAACP), 72 per cent Dr.
and SRC researchers.
conducted among 688 high
guards Len Wilkens of St. c an industrial power and the Detroit Committee attached WASHINGTON - Justice•
de natn
"mo
s t cited
Thset importantrt
King's S o u them
Christian
school students in five ,11-"Tegro l About 94 per cent of the
Negro leaders
adere
ths Leadership Conference (SCLC), Louis, Jerry West of Los Angel- key city in the area of future to a $100,000 grant to the mili- Potter Stewart. blocked cont*
schools in Atlanta. The SRC, students were between 14 and in Atlanta" Martin Luther 55 per cent
Jim King of San Francisco race r e lations."
Floyd McKissick's
McKissick tant Federation for Self De- struction of an interstate higha private research group with 18, in grades nine through 12; King. Georgia state Sen. Leroy Congress on Racial
and Walt Hazzard of the Seattle
termination r e p resented
a wa y in Tennessee until the
Equality
es.
headquarters here, attached 8,0 per cent were natives ofiJohnson, State Rep. Julian (CORE), and 37
per cent the Supersonics.
break with good faith by the Supreme Court can hear oh-'
national implications to the'Atlanta; 42 per cent were liv-lBond, a former leader of the Student Nonviolent
jections from Negro leaders'
Coordinat- The original 10 players were He said it was precedent committee.
report.
ing in "abnormal" family situaiStudent Nonviolent Coordinat- ing Committee (SNCC).
shattering move when Detroit's
chosen by sportswriters and labor and industrial scions- "The failure of the NDC to protesting the highway's loca"-_
it was learned Tuesday.'
broadcasters. NBA
coaches, such as Walter Reuther, presi- bargain in good faith with the tion.
The highway in dispute is
voted in the additional two
dent of the United Auto Work- black militants may very well a three-mile segment of in-_
players.
ers, and James Roche, Henry have doomed other American terstate 40 which would pass,
mu
ronuitgyh. north Nashville, tenn...
th
San Francisco's Bill Sharman Ford II and Lynn Townsend, cities," he said.
„
will coach the West squad in chairman of the "Big Three" "The committee saw the a predominantly Negro corn:
the $100,000 as welfare given to the
companies-joined
the nationally-televised game. auto
Danny Litwhiler, baseball
coach at Michigan State University, was
named
head
coach for a U.S. team scheduled to compete in an eightcountry baseball tournament
to be held at Mexico City in
conjunction
with
the
1968
Olympic Games.

And the officials are getting
more support from the league
office so they're working better.
But the tendency of this club
to win on the road and get
careless at home and get
knocked off is what bothers
me. I don't know why it is.
Auerbach singled out Sam
Francisco as the best bet to
win in the Western Division
though he warned that a healthy St. Louis club could take
it in what he expects to be a
tight race.

Fall To Reach
rant Agreement

All-Star Squad

1

41Ellio

black community so It would b;
quiet come summer," said
McKissick.

Town S.ass ssci Club Coupe. loth boast
350-CID V.8 or Action-1L. 6 performance
;in
anal economy. Both sport
teriort with new vinyl &nil vlayl•cloth con,bination ICLI1P+S. befit are saftfy•ired the
GM way. Cheese the model Aar fora your
n•vis. Just he sure to choose VIS.

A lo+ of car for
as little as

YOU CAN miss any shot
When your clubface is closed
or open at the top of the heehawing. Also your treatment of
Clubface positions can easily
Make your swing worse or better.
Treating separately clubface
positions, movements of body,
arms and hands is impractical.
Top efficiency in each and all
Items is had only when swingling with one continuous motion
hi the proper plane. This organizing comes through moving
body, arms, hands and club in
the Correct Order. This can be
practiced in a simple Morrison
/Exercise.
Stand erect with arms, hands
arid club in position for short
back and forth swinging in a
Waist level plane. Important!
Keep both elbows continually
snug against front of body.
Start backorwing by shifting
hips straight to your right, then
turn hips and bend wrists keepbig club in the waist level plane.
Follow same order of move:bent in forward swing.
•by King Natures Syndicate. Ins.
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COFFEE

MONTESI

MAXWELL HOUSE, FOLGERS, CHASE & SANBORN
MARYLAND CLUB
Lk.
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COFFEE

Wish, coupon and 15.00 oddiNemoi jourcessio. ,,xciwinog
voh..• of coupon rnerchondis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also •xcluded in complione• with •tato la.).
On• coupon pee family. Coupon expires Iledn•scley, Noon,
Jon.
Anti-freeze also excluded In coupon redemption.

F-15 Town Sedan

Take a "youngrnobile" by the wheel now
at your One Stop Transportation Center.
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Very young children like to
be near an adult, and a low
kitchen shelf loaded with uncups,
measuring
breakable
molds, funnels and old eggbeaters can occupy a child happily
for hours while Mother cook
is busy. A kitchen floor of
ceramic tile offers a dentproof playing field and is a
boon to clean-up afterward as well as to general KP duty.

VEGErilliE OIL
2 Limit
48 Oz.
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A Point 01 View

eir

news as the possessor of an '
astounding "first", if the trans-1
plant proves successful.
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i t
ei ng Underwegh
is Also A Hazard

TRENTON NEWS

One rather wonders what
Mrs. Daisy Liary of 612 overseas, are invited to join
will happen to the white man'
Hatnilton St. in Trenton, Tenn., the auxiliary.
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
is 77 years of age and in fair Robert Easley, Jr., is home
the application of the extremes of Mississippi, Alabama, and with the black heart if he
recovers and seeks to move
health.
Sho is the daughter visiting his father and other
of
racial
distriminat
ion
and other back-waters of the Deep again among his
LAUGHING HEARTS
apartheid
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Will relatives here.
There are a lot of dark-skin segregation. As applied almost South in the USA.
supporters. They might make
SAMUEL L ANDELMAN
diabetes, anemia, chronic diar- McLin, one of the most "I want to thank all readers
covered hearts around the as a religion in The Union of The religion
him "colored" under the law,
rhea and alcoholism. With such prominent families in Gibson
oesimamossom
Mak*
.t
of
apartheid
is
South
Africa,
apartheid sepof the Tri-State Defender here,
world thumping with ironic
based on the doctrine that and allow him to live in the Although a great deal of at- varied causative factors, no County.
arates
families
and I hope for you a prosperon
the
basis
laughter these days. They are
blick men and white men city limits only as "Exhibit tention is being given to the single treatment can be pre- Mrs. Liary is the mother of ous New Year" . . . Mrs. Mary
amused by the ludicrous irony of skin color and hair texture. are not equal...that
scribed.
A"
It
must
of
scientific
a
be
guinea
directed at three children, nine grand- L. Moore.
pig. problems of being overweight,
they should
of race and color prejudice. A black African can't enjoy be kept
apart in every possible One also wonders if that being underweight is also a correcting the underlying cause. children, 39 great-grandchildren
the
fellowship
of
a
brown
-skin
The colored world...around the
In teenagers, rapid growth and six great-great-grandchilm a n.. described in health hazard.
area of human contact.. that colored
world...cannot help but view blood brother under the apar- witte supremacy
may create a temporary under- dren, a total of 57 heirs.
some
American
newspaper
s
must
be
susheightwith
theid
Anyone familiar
set-up.
kith raised eyebrows and asktained and sternly enforced. as "part colored" (incidentally weight charts should remem- weight until the body weight Mrs. Anna Louise Smith
has a chance to catch up with
11010* smiles the word of what Black Africans can't live
was here recently from Clevein the United States one can't ber that the normal weights
the height. It is important,
bbppened in the Union of South within the city limits. They And yet, in this deep dun- be "part colored"...one
land, Ohio, and has carried
known given for children are based however, not
to let this become her
efrica...the world's and his- can't go through the streets geon of oppression against him, drop of "soul blood", brother...
sick mother, Mrs. Lendora
on sex and age and those for a permanent lag
because a Steward,
tery's toughest bastion of ra- without a pass. They ride on a black man's heart is placed and you're it)...but one
back to Cleveland to
still adults are based on sex and combination of late
hours
cial discrimination, color pre- separate streetcars. They in a white man's chest. How wonders what medical
with
build—whether
small, insufficient sleep
live with her.
help body
and
underjudice, and segregafjon.
must obey a black cur fe w. ctser can you get...even with- was given that Negro donor be- medium, or large frame. The weight in
teenagers and young Mrs. Maudell Burl and her
out the restraints of a p a r- fore his heart was cut out height is measured without
They
can't
own
property
in
adults
makes them particularly husband were here from the
The internationally watched
theid? Down there on the
shoes, and the weight is pre- vulnerable to
micabre
A
and delicate heart transplant the cities.
laugh
is
protuberculosis. In Bronx, N.Y., and visited her
Southernmost tip of Africa, the
in e a wed
without the the elderly,
y the fact that the ferably
which a reliowned South Af- They are held strictly on a Union of South Africa, where duced
underweight parents during the holidays.
clothes. For this purpose, ev- may be
caused by depression, Mrs. Mary Lou Cox was
South Africans put the black
riean white surgeon performed Common labor, house-servant "white is most right and
eryone should have an accurate boredom and
black
loneliness. It is here from Hamilton, Ohio, to
on a middle-aged white dentist level. They have no Fignificant is 'was back'', the world is African's heart in a white bathroom
scale. The weights necessary to improve
their out- visit her parents during the
was in itself alone something political voice. They are cul- presented this transplant spec- man's chest, and took the rest given on the charts
are aver- look on life before any
Christmas and New Year's
of the black man's body and age, and in
to move men's minds and turally and socially ostracized, tacle. This is ironical,
all cases there is a weight can be expected.gain in I holidays.
to say
,buried it in a black cemetery. range of 10 per cent
emotions. But the equally set apart, mentally, spiritually, the least.
above
Nero Lawrence came home
shocking aspect of the opera- and aenost physically starved.
Man, this present-day world's and below r the average which In addition to an increased
susceptibility to tuberculosis, a from Evansville, Ind., recenttion was the fact that a color
The South African doctor and antics under the pressures of may be considered normal.
person who is underweight may ly to visit his parents, Mr. IN
MONTANA
Airman
—
ed man's heart was used to In the Union of South Africa the white medical team that its colorphobia is some day
A weight that is persistently suffer from a lack of
the
black
man
lives
under
performed the operation will going to send a laugh down more
reserve and Mrs. Nero Lawrence, Sr., Ulysses Weakley, Jr., son of
replace that of the white man...
than 10 per cent below strength and a reduced ability and his grandmother, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. U.S. Weakley
worse conditions and faces be safe behind the facade of the corridors of history that'll
in the land of apartheid!
greater racial hatred and scientific progress, if cen- be so loud that its going to the average May be due to a to withstand a prolonged siege Sallie Shepheard.
Sr., of 1638 Britton st., corn
variety of causes — tuberculoa- of a debilitating
-That word "apartheid" is meanness than do nis soul sured at all. The Union
Mrs. Lillian Wade and ha pleted basic training in Texa
disease.
of crack the ear-druetts of Time, is. caner, an overactive thygreat-granddaughter, are visit- recently and has now been
something -special. It
'a Os
the (lark',t re„che South Africa will bask in theiStart laughlw;
roid Ond, adrenal deficiency,
ing
parents, children
and assigned as a security police- ,
friends in Chicago.
man to a unit of the Strategip
NEW
."•.• t
YORK —(UP11— Max On the sick list and confined Air Command at Malmstrom
Zaslofsky, general manager to their beds are Mrs. Rachel AFB, Montana. He attended
and coach of the New Jersey Williams
and Fred Latham. Douglass High school.
Americans of the American Lennie Reid is confined to
Basketball Association, was his bed. He is the brother of
named to the National Basket- Mrs. Mettle Williams and
ball Association All-Star first Mrs. Willie Mull.
team the first four years the The American Legion Auxilleague picked a squad, start- iary meets the second Tuesday
\ ing in 1946-47.
night of each month on N.
Brownsville St. All members
are' asked to be present at
NEW YORK —(UPI)— Bob 7:30.
Cousy of the Boston Celtics All eligible ladies, which
and Bob Pettit of the St. Louis includes wives and daughters
Hawks were named to the of veterans who have served
All-NBA first team 10 times—
more than any other player
in league history.
17:
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HEY NEIGHBOR!
Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?

"We

Service
Everything
We
Sell"

'Tho'Siirn Line car,. A groat.
folly slim portable TV in light'weight moulded 2-toritt calor
cabinet Top carry handid.
cool 172 sq. ill. picture..

Phone
for
QUICK
Delivery,
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Walnut color.
ST' x 3T• 7eon-cone speaker.
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May 1968
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If it isn't, there's
something y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chairman. Have that person
call Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.
We'll explain h o w
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.
NOTICE!

ACEAPPLIANCE
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WHITEHAVEN

1431 Sem ewer

4255 Hwy. Si Su.

Phone 324-4406

Phone 396-0995
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LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEI
N
162-164.1H BEALE ST.

FIrl in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

295 sq. in. picture
'Exquisite French Provincial Style Lo-Boy Cabinet

176 Mk 17$ SEAL STREET /A 6-53004

NOTICE

MORE

hardwood solids

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

19888

sentrior reopen,
and setect

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

2DRESSES HAIR INPIACE
AFYLUENCE GAP — Arthur
J. 1.Alryveld, President of the
American
Jewish
Congress
feels the key fact in the human
rights crisis today is the
"affluence gap." The National
Council of Jewish Women in
an effort to close this gap,
TERMITES- ROACHES
spends much of their time
WATER BUGS-RATS
working on their Wisconsin
1.1seined
•
and Beaded
School Project. They take the
CALL
US
BEFORE
YOU Antr
students to interesting places
EMBARRASSED
in the Memphis area, give
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
parties ,and educational programs for the children. In the
CALL
picture to the left some members of the National Council
are seen here with Mrs. Larry,
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
principal of Wisconsin School
viewing a tree purchased by , PH. FA 7-6033
the school and planted in honor
of the ladies of the council. In
the picture to the right we
see the ladies and some students of Wisconsin school preparing to leave on a field trip
to the library. (
to By
Continental)

FFICE

CO
.
-

R 0. KINK15

FRAYSER

LAMAR

211$Thames(Hwy. $I N.)
.2574 Lanier
Phone 355-4515
Phone 324-6116

ALL 4 Stereo

Open'HIt Irma
smock Ishriftf .

If you're not getting
your fair share of coverage, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.

Address
Number of papers wanted weekly
Phone number
Mill to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defeeder Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locate's:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALVALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
52743150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Brood Avenue.
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Louden:kilo
5264940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m.-12 P.M*
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
31 99 Ford Rood
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
11 01 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
HAWKINS GRILL
1 247 E. Aic LOMA*
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vance AV•felLMI
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1 560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Pork Avenue
4524101
'Speedy Delivery
PARK KwICK DRIVE MN GRO.
2268 Pork Ave.
BELLEVUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GRO.
1804 s.
J&J SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.
PEARSON GRO.
3540 Weaver Rd.

K AUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
ICLONDYKR FOOD
CENTER
1287 Vollentirse
276-9509
Fresh Meats &
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollartine
272-3312
Free Delivery
11. & H SUNDRY
142 $ilvaraee
McGOW EN SUNDRY
349 Vence
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
istioaarines & tariespapiers
All Out of Town News.
Pentells
10 N. Maio
5264648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Serviette
POST OPP10E •
BEALE BRANCH
pANTAZE DRUG 42
209 Boole
PROSPECT REXALL
22431. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Perky/cry E.
948-4531

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DR1VE-4N GROCERY
178W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLestore
948.4576
Pres. & Del. Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 - 526.9727
Prescriptions & Drug*
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
3764588
Pres. & Dal. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
14.47 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood
TRIGG AVE.SUNDRY
455 E. Trio
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
301 3 Johnson Aseerrs
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADUNGTON
251 E. Widow,
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Roost
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspopars & Mogesinse
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526-9920
LEMON SUNDRY
2086 Chefs'.
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 R ichniond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Welling ton
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1 649 Lather,
GENERAL DRUGS
281 tr. Mitchell
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